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Summary
The purpose of this report is to be of service to the Alaska State Legislature and the
Department of Natural Resources in their review of oil and gas leasing policy. It is written from
the State's viewpoint. It treats the State's interests as being frequently adverse to those of the
State's lessees, without being hostile to them. Where the State's interest is adverse to the federal
interest, we take the State's position. Otherwise, the purpose is to be as objective as possible. The
Report lists the pros and cons of alternative policies and indicates what the Legislature needs to
do to make each policy work. Recommendations are made in a tentative way.
This is a survey rather than an intensive study of any one alternative. The purpose is to
display the full range of alternatives and the full range of issues to be considered regarding each
one, so as to keep individual matters in the larger perspective so that no one issue is
overweighed. The purpose is to compare, and to show how different leasing elements
complement or substitute for each other. The purpose is to serve as a springboard for legislative
review and a guide to additional, more selective investigations.
As a unifying theme, the list of alternatives proceeds sequentially, showing how each
more complex alternative emerges as an answer to faults perceived in prior ones.
As a set of criteria for judgment the Report seeks to lay on the table assumed goals of the
State. These are the following:


Business-like management. This is taken to mean in practice the maximization of

discounted cash flow.


Equity. This is taken to mean avoiding giveaways; reducing the lottery element in

leasing; hewing to the productivity basis of distribution of income; collecting for the State the
rent of its lands; basing industry incentives on productivity rather than acquisition of State assets;
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and reducing the differential advantage accorded to accumulated wealth.


Workability. This means a minimum of arbitrary regulation, achieved by binding

the lessor and the lessee in a community of interests when writing the lease.


Avoiding economic waste. In addition to physical waste, there are the wastes of

producing at excessive cost and doing things at the wrong time. The Report suggests abandoning
the criterion of maximizing ultimate recovery in favor of maximizing discounted cash flow;
avoiding the dissipation of rent by overspending, particularly on capital. It warns against the twin
dangers of using proven resources too slowly and searching out new ones too early.


External impacts. These are seen as negative by environmentalists and as positive

by developmentalists. The reconciliation lies in a wider distribution of benefits.


Coordination with federal and Native landowners.

The Report now surveys leasing alternatives in sequence:


Noncompetitive leasing is faulted for giving away too much and encouraging

premature leasing and production.


A high bonus partially cures these problems but creates a serious front-end filter

problem. Professor Norgaard's postmortem analysis of bonus bidding in Alaska indicates that too
little has been received for leases.


A high annual rental cures the problem of the front-end filter by replacing it. It

may over-accelerate production, however, unless made to dwindle over time. A rental whose
level is set before discovery reduces the buyer's risk since he may drop the lease at will, but does
not alleviate the State's risk of selling for too little. A rental based on assessed value avoids this
problem and also dwindles over time.


High royalty rates solve much of the risk problem. They eliminate the front-end
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filter and they collect revenue. However, they allow too much speculation. They also put a drag
on production, especially marginal production. Premature shutdown turns out to be a minor
problem. Others are greater: slow production and future shift; leakage of rent into private hands
from better deposits; excessive deferral of State revenues; and lower success ratios for
exploration. These problems can be alleviated by imposing specific work terms, by using sliding
scales, and by limiting the term of the lease.


Specific terms. These must be used with high royalties to compensate for the

disincentive effects. Mandatory liability for environmental damage is also suggested.


Profit sharing. This means letting lessees write off costs against royalties and also

raising the rate to compensate. This lets the State receive more per barrel from the richer
deposits, and avoids sterilizing the marginal ones. It gets us into the same problems as
administering an income tax: the rate is high, padding costs is likely, depreciation paths and lives
must be determined according to complex and sometimes arbitrary formulas. There remains a
loophole for unrealized capital gains.


Rent-sharing. In addition to costs the lessee deducts interest on the value of his

improvements by one of three methods: by allowing deduction of capital over time with interest
at a specified rate; by allowing front-end recovery of capital and by applying an ad valorem
charge to the assessed value of the leasehold interest. The first two alternatives engage us in
severe auditing problems, and both are biased against exploration on long-shot ventures. The
third alternative removes the auditing problem and replaces it with an assessing problem. It also
puts a bite on unrealized capital gains. It avoids many faults seen in prior systems: it raises
money; it defers payments but not excessively; it puts no drag on production; it requires little
direct regulation; it imposes no shift towards the future; there is little opportunity to pad
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expenses; and there is only a limited bias against long-shot exploration (because what is hard to
find is often hard to produce and therefore low- valued). Its problem is discouraging post-leasing
exploration. Some remedies are suggested.


Regulating field operations. Some form of unitization is required. It is suggested

that this will work much better if the State accepts the criterion of maximizing discounted cash
flow, eliminating a conflict between the State and the operators. A two-tier system is suggested
as an alternative to 100 percent unitization.


Three alternatives are passed over lightly, although without prejudice. These are:

checker-boarding; the sale of undivided interests; and the sale of a fixed volume of oil and gas.


Handling information. The Report considers the pros and cons of the State's

buying more information on contract as an alternative to relying on industry nomination. The
weight of argumentation is in favor of the State's taking a more active role.


Direct State intervention in the market is considered, primarily to aid in

monitoring prices used as bases of evaluation for royalty and assessment purposes, and to
guarantee to all lessees equal access to transportation.
Next a criterion and procedure is developed for timing lease sales. State lands are to be
ranked according to maturity or "ripeness." Ripeness is defined as a condition where the
percentage growth rate of the DCF of the State's interest slows down. The State's wealth is
maximized by selling leases when this anticipated growth rate slows down below the rate of
interest. The appropriate rate of interest should be the State's borrowing rate. The question is
raised whether the State should set a reservation price when auctioning leases. The Report
addresses the question of whether the proposed procedure will cause leases to be sold at a
sufficiently even rate.
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The Report considers the administrative load and personnel requirements associated with
alternative leasing systems. The use of royalties entails ancillary regulation to compensate for the
disincentive effects of the royalty on production. The profit share system entails an auditing staff
to avoid the deduction of unjustified expenses. So, also, do the first two rent-sharing systems
where capital costs with interest are deductible. The ad valorem charge system entails a staff of
valuation engineers or appraisers, whose services are also required to operate a system of timing
lease sales optimally.
Leasing is seen as supplementary to taxation, and taxation is not seen as an adequate
substitute for leasing policy because taxation is addressed to persons or corporations while
leasing policy is addressed to parcels of real estate. The exceptions to this are a net proceeds tax
and a property tax, either of which might be used as a substitute for leasing policy.
Recommendations are submitted tentatively in light of the complexity of the subject and
the several imponderables involved. I recommend screening out systems based on ex ante
forecasts of resource values like the bonus bidding system, because of the front-end filtering out
of leaner firms and because so much has to be gambled on so little information. We consider the
lease elements whose value depends on actual disclosure of resource values and rank them in the
following order: the ad valorem charge, the profit share, the sliding scale royalty, and the frontend recovery. We recommend a vigorous program of State-financed contract exploration with
publicity of findings. We recommend scheduling lease sales according to the ripeness criterion
described above. We prefer that unitization be administered by an organization of local
leaseholders.
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Our most immediate and unambiguous recommendation is for a greatly expanded
program of information-collecting and valuation, to serve as a necessary base for all other
decisions.
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A. Reasons for this Study and Report
This study was commissioned by Guy R. Martin, Commissioner of Natural Resources,
State of Alaska, in cooperation with the Legislative Interim Committee on Oil and Gas Taxation
and Leasing Policy, chaired by Senator Chancy Croft. The present Report is part of a larger study
being conducted by the Department of Natural Resources, a study described in Commissioner
Martin's statement of July 10, 1976, entitled "Alaska Oil and Gas Leasing Study," copies of
which have been submitted to the Legislature. The primary focus of the present study is Section
4 of the July 10th memo which reads as follows:
"A description and analysis (legal, economic, other as necessary) of all alternative
systems which are practically applicable to State use in Alaska, with emphasis on broadening the
State capability to employ alternatives rather than making final decisions on which systems to
use. This task should consider the practical experience of other states and nations as well as
leasing theory and research.
a. Special attention in the analysis should be given the risk element in alternative systems
as it relates to public administration of oil and gas resources.
b. The analysis should include, in some form, an overview of this entire leasing issue of
use to State officials and legislators."
This Report also responds to Section 5:
"An economic/legal analysis of the interrelationship of leasing (ownership interests)
alternatives with taxation alternatives. Ongoing coordination with the taxation segment of the
administration/legislative study."
This Report also responds to Section 7:
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"Design of a system (a criterion) for decision-making by public administrators regarding
various leasing alternatives. What information must be available; what factors should be
considered; what process should be followed to decide between new alternatives."
In keeping with the spirit of the assignment, the tenor of this Report is expository and not
advocatory. The main purpose is to lay out major alternatives in a systematic way to serve as a
basis for legislative review, debate and decision. The report does offer its own recommendations
at the end and the consultant offers his own judgments from time to time where it seems
appropriate, and where they may be identified as such. The overall spirit of the Report, however,
is to define and articulate alternatives, to spell them out in a logical sequence, stating the
advantages of each, the faults of each, and what the Legislature would have to do to make each
one work. Most of them will "work" --sort of-- and are in operation in various jurisdictions
around the globe. It is a question of what might work better in light of your own objectives,
circumstances, and visions of the future.
In developing alternatives, the Report proceeds from the simple and basic to the more
complex and sophisticated, showing how each complexity develops as a logical effort to
overcome some fault in the simpler system. Before breaking down in complexities, however, the
effort is made to apply Adam Smith's dictum that the evolution of successful inventions is not, in
the end, into greater complexity but greater simplicity -- an observation dramatized by Igor
Sikorsky when he exhorted his engineers, "Simplicate, simplicate -- and then add more
lightness!"
A purpose is to cut down the seeming number of alternatives without reducing the real
number by boiling proposals down to their essentials and showing how few of them there really
are. The number of possible combinations is still extremely high because there are so many
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elements in a lease but the number of reasonable combinations is much smaller because they
need to be combined so as to balance each other and countervail each other's faults.
A correlative purpose is to develop commensuration, that is, conversion factors among
the apples and the oranges. By doing so, we develop a common tongue for communication, a
common currency for trade-offs, and a unitary standard for decision-making.
Alaska's interest in this topic is timely and in step with a worldwide trend to study and
improve leasing systems. This is a natural result of increased valuation of oil and gas resources
in the ground. As the retail price rises there is enormous leverage on field prices. The farther the
field is from the gas pump the greater the leverage, so that the percentage increase in the field
value of Alaska's resources is at a rate so high that few would have credited it a few years ago.
Field prices everywhere are rising out of all proportion to other costs. This is reflected in
extremely high bonus bids offered for tracts which were previously considered marginal or submarginal. A recent survey indicated that costs of land acquisition by oil and gas companies
increased by nearly 700 percent from 1970 to 1974 (Joint Association Survey, 1976) in
comparison with all other costs which increased by considerably less than 100 percent. Clearly,
the world is recognizing the high value of remaining oil and gas lands and it behooves any
prudent landowner to protect his interests and to economize on the resource with much greater
care than ever before.
Most analysts now foresee continued upward pressure on energy prices and this
consultant, although forecasting is not his forte, is inclined to agree. This is the more reason to
guard our future interests by using care in drawing leases now. The lease contract is binding and
irrevocable, unlike tax policies. No legislature can bind or limit the tax power of a future
legislature; but neither can a legislature in the United States, with its strong tradition of judicial
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review, rewrite a lease contract executed by its predecessors. Other nations may force
renegotiation of contracts considered unfair in the light of changed circumstances. This is not
unknown even in the United States but much rarer and harder than in countries of different
traditions.
The result is a growing interest in public landowners' participating in future profits from
oil and gas. For generations past, many governments virtually gave away land simply to get it
used; while private landowners sold their future rights for a little money up front. Now these
attitudes are changing drastically and there is ferment everywhere. The U.S. Congress has
entertained several bills in both branches calculated to increase government participation in
future profits in spite of the government having secured large revenues from bonus bids
following the OCS Act of 1953. There has been some support for a federal oil and gas
corporation to explore in advance of leasing. Equity participation in corporations has been a
strong trend, exemplified for example in Norway, in Canada, in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere.
Indonesia has pioneered its own interesting leasing system, characterized by rapid capital
recovery to the lessee followed by very high royalties. Papua-New Guinea has recently adopted
the same principle in more sophisticated form, basing its law on the careful advice of economists
Ross Garnaut and Anthony Clunies-Ross. The academic world which ignored this tonic for many
Years past is beginning to spawn several research projects and will soon be awash with reports
and articles and proposals and econometric studies and models and new philosophies. The world
is moving. Alaska is in step, although perhaps a step behind. The present assignment indicates
intent to catch up or pull ahead.
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B. Objectives of the State
Only individuals, it is said, can have objectives. By "objectives of the State" this Report
means the objectives of the effective majority of Alaska's voters as expressed through their
political representatives and other leaders. No one thinks that representative government can
completely succeed in representing everyone or, perhaps, anyone. But it is what we have, and
this report addresses these leaders as though they were the State.
The Report does not presume to say what the State's objectives should he. It, rather,
purports to distill what the consultant observes them to be; and to articulate and organize ambient
ideas which are often heard but want greater system and organization. This entails some
interpretation by the consultant. Those with more data and better interpretation may improve on
this Report. The present report only begins the job of laying out our goals on the table.
A further purpose is to begin to define and expand on their specific implications. This
inevitably entails even more interpretation, and perhaps even some presumption by the
consultant. Seeing these implications as he interprets them, one may sometimes recoil and say
"no! --That's not what I really want." So be it -- then we may go back and spell out more realistic
objectives we can live with and we are well down the road to our present goal which is to be
prepared for decision-making.
The following are what I take to be the State's objectives in framing a leasing policy:
1. Business-like management of State property
The State holds property in trust for the people of the State and has a duty to manage it
prudently for their maximum benefit. This means several things but one is certainly money. The
State is a landlord. It wants to secure maximum income. It does not do this by fostering maximal
use of resources but optimal use -- that is, it encourages lessees to maximize the bottom line,
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recognizing that income is net of costs. "Maximum income" is still ambiguous, however, because
rival schedules of land use and income differ in their time-distribution: a fast start means a slow
finish and vice versa. To resolve this ambiguity we deduct interest on capital between the dates
capital is committed and later recovered.
This goes far towards resolving ambiguities but still leaves a large one, the treatment of
the investment in withholding unproduced reserves from year to year. The final resolution is
achieved by maximizing the Net Present Value of future cash flows. This procedure is also called
maximizing wealth; and also called maximizing Discounted Cash Flow (DCF).1 This report uses
the last, which seems to be in common use in Alaska. Business-like management means adopting
the criterion of maximizing DCF.
Maximum DCF is not to be applied rigidly or dogmatically or narrowly as a standard. It
does not always comprehend all relevant values and factors. It does, however, comprehend a
great many more than critics of the "almighty buck" might realize because it is the net balance
arrived at after a long process of adding and balancing all manner of pluses and minuses. In
addition, it provides a logical analytical framework within which newly recognized goods and
bads may be added to the analysis in carefully measured perspective. One of these, on the minus
side, is environmental damage. Some environmental damages are measurable in reduced cash
flow. Damage to commercial fisheries is an example. Others are indirectly measurable in the
marketplace. For example, the loss of residential and recreational amenities on privately owned

1

There are references in Alaska reports to maximizing the "DCF rate of return." This usage seems
ambiguous since the rate of return is held fixed at a rate determined by outside markets when one discounts the cash
flow. It is the present value of the cash flow that one maximizes. It is mathematically quite possible and simple to
hold the present value fixed and maximize the rate of return instead, using the same mathematical formulae, but
treating the interest rate as the unknown to be maximized rather than as a "given." Sometimes this is done when one
is out of contact with outside capital markets but there is no need for it here; and it would not affect the findings
anyway because, as a rule, maximizing the internal rate of return as it is called will not lead to strikingly different
results from maximizing the Discounted Cash Flow, so long as one makes no mistakes in mathematics.
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land which reduces their service flow is measured in reduced selling prices of titles to the real
estate.
Damage to sports fishing reduces an amenity service-flow which is harder to measure
than cash flow but no less important on that account. Economists are developing techniques for
measuring such service-flows. These techniques are still imperfect, like the rest of this world, but
they at least let us set an upper and lower bound on the values and so let us begin to measure
them in the same balance with other things.
On the plus side, increased payrolls and commercial sales deriving from oil and gas
income will increase residential and commercial values in some areas. Part of this increase is a
"secondary benefit" from oil and gas development and should also be entered into the balance.
This obviously gets complicated and extended. It is beyond the scope of this Report to resolve all
such issues. The present point is that the use of the crassly materialistic and narrow concept of
Discounted Cash Flow does not in any way box us in and preclude us from broadening the scope
of the analysis when we have the will and resources to do so. It provides a framework of analysis
which is almost indefinitely extensible to comprehend as many variables as we have the ambition
to try to consider.
The concept of "discounting the future" disturbs many people, but it is only the choice of
words which is unfortunate. Discounting does not imply neglecting, abusing or short-changing
the future but, rather, charting the most advantageous path into the future. The mechanism
discounts poorer paths to the future because there are better ones -- "better" meaning a higher
rate of increase of wealth. It is not prodigal to decline a three percent path in preference to a 10
percent path.
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It is often suspected that discounting the future leads us always in the direction of faster
resource use. Not so. We will see that this criterion may well lead the State to retard lease sales
and production, so long as the anticipated proceeds to the State are growing faster than money in
the bank. On marginal and sub-marginal lands these net proceeds begin growing from a base
near zero. From such a low base they need not grow much in order to grow faster than money in
the bank.
Discounting the future requires a discount rate. The State's rate needs be no higher than
its borrowing rate but it can be a good deal lower when Alaska has surplus funds to invest. There
is no suggestion here that the "social" rate of discount is lower than the market, a concept
wanting in both precision and rationale. It is, rather, a practical question. If the State cannot
invest its surplus for high returns then an investment in the growing value of oil and gas in the
ground may be a superior alternative.
Maximizing DCF as a criterion solves two problems for us, problems of timing. One is
the optimal rate of production from proven reserves. These timing decisions are largely in the
hands of lessees except to the extent that the State interferes with their natural desire to maximize
DCF by controlling the rate of production. An equally or more important timing decision is when
to begin production. Here the State is in the saddle with its decision of when to sell leases. The
DCF criterion says that we should sell leases at that time when we expect that their future value
will be growing more slowly than money in the bank. This rationale has been developed in the
consultant's previous work, "Extractive Resources and Taxation." The relevant pages are
attached as Appendix A.
The State's concern with money is not narrowly centered on lease-hold income but
includes tax revenues of course. On the minus side, there will be associated public costs with
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increased economic activity. An exclusive or unbalanced attention to either the revenues or the
costs without the other will always be misleading. It is the net balance of advantage that we seek
to maximize. This should provide a reasonable basis for compromise between the advocates of
growth on the one hand and restraint on the other.
While leasing policy should help to protect State revenues, the State has minimal interests
in protecting federal revenues from oil and gas. Since the federal rate is much higher than the
State rate, especially after the Multistate Tax Compact (MTC) sharing formula is applied, leasing
policy may often achieve a net increase of State revenues by being bent to consider the foibles of
federal tax law applied to oil and gas, a law which the State follows. Much as we may deplore
the peculiar federal tax treatment of income from oil and gas, there seems little reason for the
State in its capacity as a landlord to conduct its affairs so as to maximize federal taxation of
lessees where that would cut into State revenues from its property.
2. Equity
There is a strong feeling that the distribution of benefits from oil and gas production in
Alaska should be equitable. Equitable does not mean equal although there is some suggestion of
that in it and it might be more equal than now. There is support for the productivity theory of
distribution, however. This means that rewards should be shared in relation to productive
contributions rather than other factors like luck of the draw and the weight of superior wealth
accumulated in the past.
Tolerance of gambling and the lottery principle has not altogether died. There are
residuals of it in the lottery system for allocating noncompetitive leases which are filed on
"simultaneously," that is, within one 30-day period, and of course there are lottery elements in
the bonus-bidding system. There is a growing interest, however, in shifting from Lady Luck to
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productivity as a basis for distributing wealth. This is a corollary of a desire for greater equality
since productivity is usually more equally distributed than luck, and certainly more so than
accumulated wealth. The Alaska attitude is Jeffersonian: "...there is a natural aristocracy among
men. The grounds of this are virtue and talent....There is also an artificial aristocracy, founded on
wealth and birth, without either virtue or talent....The natural aristocracy I consider the most
precious gift of nature, for the instruction, the trust, and the government of society." (Letter to
John Adams, October 28, 1813.)
The implication of this is that we should seek to identify and measure that value which
belongs to the State, that is the rent of land, and then collect it. At the same time we leave to
lessees all the other values, the ones which they create. Jefferson continued, "What is needed is a
wise and frugal government, which shall restrain men from injuring one another, which shall
leave them otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall
not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has earned." (First Inaugural Address, March 4,
1801.)
As a happy corollary, if we succeed in this we will protect necessary incentives to the
industry and other lessees. A skillful system of discriminating rent collection will leave more
incentive to lessees than a blunt instrument such as a royalty accomplishes. A rent-collecting
device will take more from the flush deposits in their flush years and less or none from the
marginal deposits, leaving incentives unimpaired.
Collecting rent will, to be sure, reduce certain kinds of incentives--but these are ones that
should be reduced in the interests of efficiency. Resource economists have repeatedly observed
that the failure of landlords to collect rent results in overstimulation of resource use by
interlopers, resulting in the dissipation of rent, as on the open sea fishery, or an open range. In
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such a case, reducing incentives is a good thing. It is not enough for incentives to be large; they
should motivate people to allocate resources productively.
The prevailing concept of equity also implies that rewards should he related to ability and
application more than to the weight of accumulated wealth. In practice this amounts to a
suspicion that the present bonus-bidding system with its high requirements for money up front is
filtering out large numbers of potential lessees whose productivity might be high but whose
accumulated wealth is low.
A corollary concept here is that reducing the bonus money screen would increase the
number of competitive bidders. This, if properly handled, should allow the State to increase its
revenues.
3. Practicality
Alaska has traditionally operated with a minimal bureaucracy. While it is increasingly
recognized that some additional staff may be very productive, beginning from this low base,
there is a presumption against any proposed system that presupposes a large and elaborate and
expensive bureaucracy. It is also desirable that there be a low burden of compliance in the form
of paper work imposed on lessees and that minimum policing be entailed.
Alaskans have traditionally left considerable latitude of judgment to their higher public
officials as well as to technical specialists like reservoir engineers. There is a growing interest in
stating objective criteria for these persons to follow, minimizing the burden of judgment and
making it easier to evaluate the performance of individuals.
A practical system will be as automatic as possible, minimizing direct regulations and
controls which are required when people have to be forced to go against what they perceive to be
their economic interests. This is accomplished by drawing leases so as to bind the contracting
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parties in an identity of interests. The lease should make the interests of the lessee as nearly as
possible identical with those of the State, so he is moved to act in the State's interest by economic
incentives rather than orders controlling his rate of production, work commitments, spacing,
diligence, and on.
A very simple system like a royalty system without other features might seem to avoid
many problems, but in fact has the shortcoming of involving the lessor in extensive direct
regulation in order to offset the disincentive effects of the high royalty rate. A profit share
system, allowing for extensive deduction of costs by the lessee, precludes such direct regulations
but on the other hand requires extensive audit of expenditures. A rental which is proportional to
the appraised value of reserves like the Alaska Reserves Tax avoids the foregoing sets of
problems but requires personnel with the ability to place a value on reserves. It is hardly possible
to avoid demands for additional personnel under any system designed to protect the interests of
the State. It will be a question of determining which system is least costly and most effective to
administer.
4. Avoiding economic waste
There is a new and explicit concern with avoiding "economic waste." This is quite a
change from, and quite an improvement over the prevailing concepts which are limited to
preventing "physical waste." The State presently legislates against various kinds of physical
waste, for example against flaring and venting gas; against producing from "rate sensitive"
reservoirs too fast to maximize "ultimate recovery." In this legislation waste is perceived only in
concrete, materialistic terms.
Any subsidy to the industry tends to prevent the "physical waste" of not producing
submarginal oil and gas. The State has extended a few such subsidies such as a tax holiday to a
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pipeline in Cook Inlet. Non-uniformity in taxation is a type of subsidy to those taxed less, and
the term "tax subsidy" is commonly applied to it nowadays. Federal income tax law traditionally
extends enormous tax subsidies to the oil and gas industry through preferential treatment. The
State has followed along by adopting the federal tax law and in addition has joined the Multistate
Tax Compact (MTC) whose allocation formulas minimize State tax revenues from oil and gas.
The attitude might perhaps be summed up as "as much as possible, as early as possible."
Producing sub-economic reserves entails not only the economic waste of the excess of
costs over revenues, there is also the waste of selling the reserves when they are cheap, instead of
later when they probably will have become dear. Our initial criterion of maximizing Discounted
Cash Flow (DCF) would tell us to hang on to reserves as long as their value was growing faster
than money in the bank.
Past policy in administration has been disposed to take an "infant industry" posture
towards oil and gas. Raising money or maximizing State wealth has been secondary to attracting
activity and capital. Lease sales have occurred at the initiative of industry nominations more than
the State's, with the State not much disposed to hold back for the best price. Encouraging and
establishing the industry was ipso facto a good thing.
A policy of leasing on demand will undoubtedly stimulate early exploration, which will
result in locating deposits that might otherwise not be produced, at least for a while. This might
he construed as minimizing physical waste -- the waste of not finding something. There has been
little concern about the economic waste inherent in premature and duplicative pre-leasing
exploratory investments. In an earlier phase this was carried to even greater extremes when
noncompetitive leases were issued. But leasing on demand at the rather low prices that have been
received is only a halfway step between noncompetitive leasing of the free entry, first-come first-
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served, variety and an economical system which would maximize the discounted cash flow of
the State.
As to duplication of effort, this is generally rationalized on the grounds that a second
explorer might use a different concept from the first and therefore find something overlooked by
the first. That is beautiful so long as cost is no object, but it is really no substitute for a benefit
cost analysis that would at least purport to tell us how the cost of a second pass at the shot lines
relates to its probability of success.
In regulating field production the concept of maximum efficient rate (MER) has been
accented rather uncritically with the thought that it might be good to maximize ultimate
recovery. MER has been accepted not for what might be the legitimate reason that prices are
rising or the partly legitimate reason that it requires fewer wells and that saves capital, but rather
almost entirely on the grounds that faster flow might cause physical waste. In this case the goal
"as early as possible" clashes with the goal "as much as possible" and the latter wins.
The net result of overstimulating pre-leasing investigation, and decelerating production,
is to attract lots of capital into the industry and slow down the rate of recovery. Capital must be
paid for every year that it is tied up without being recovered. This payment necessarily detracts
from the surplus that remains to be captured by the State. This is a kind of economic waste which
I believe the State would like to learn to avoid. It dissipates rent.
The traditional conservationist feeling in favor of wide spacing developed at a time when
the land surface was subdivided into small, private properties, smaller than most oil-bearing
structures, so that some offset was needed. The result today is rather one-sided, preaching for the
benefits of wide spacing without due note of its costs. Such preaching, which is widespread in
the literature of this business, also suggests more solicitude for lessees than lessors because the
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interest of lessors is generally to have lessees apply more capital rather than less, where royalty
is being charged. This bias is understandable in an industry where lessees have traditionally
dominated lessors by virtue of being larger and fewer; and lessees' agents have written the books.
Where there is a high royalty rate the lessors' interest is to see prompt in-filling at high
density. The lessee, on the other hand, might prefer to invest capital by stepping out to someone
else's land while dawdling on this.
There is a growing awareness in the State that exclusive preoccupation with physical
waste is a one-track goal which lacks adequate balancing of benefits against the costs of
achieving them. There should be an equal awareness that the problem of one-track goals is not
peculiar to oil and gas. Specialists in any resource or activity become interested parties and tend
to overvalue it and undervalue the costs of promoting it -- since costs represent a sacrifice of the
interests of specialists in other resources and activities. This is a universal problem in an
overspecialized world.
Legislators are called on to he generalists, arbitrating among the claims of competing
specialists. There is no suggestion here that oil and gas interests are better at this game than other
specialists, that their technical inside language is more obscure or intimidating than that used in
other professions, or that their high "standards" are more unreasonable than those imposed by
other groups of whom we could all supply examples. Focusing on "physical waste" is an overpleading technique not peculiar to the oil and gas industry. We bear down on oil and gas here
because it is our subject matter and not because it is outstandingly bad. No industry or profession
has any monopoly on self-serving, special pleading, and careerism.
Economic waste occurs whenever we prevent physical waste at a cost higher than the
value of the oil saved. This would be simple enough to see and correct if all costs were present
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costs and all production flows occurred right away. The problem is more subtle because it
usually involves the factor of time and therefore questions of capital and compound interest.
Some major economic wastes of timing are described in what follows. Please note that I speak
not only of what has been and what is but also of what might be if we adopt certain alternative
leasing policies that have been sponsored.
a. Slow use of proven reserves
Slow production occurs if the State requires it through MER regulation or if it simply
fails to build a fire under lessees whose cost of waiting is virtually nil when there is no
substantial delay rental, and who might be "stepping out" with other leases which preoccupy
them from attending to this one. Not maximizing DCF means ignoring the cost of interest -- first,
the cost of drilling wells and equipping the lease and, second, the holding cost of the unproduced
reserves. To schedule production this way is the same as assuming that no profit is required on
investments, an assumption inconsistent with the idea usually accepted that some very high rate
of return is required in order to interest lessees in taking a lease. This paradox is too often
resolved by sloughing the cost onto the State in the form of lower bids for leases, from which
lower base the lessee can still earn a good rate of return. This clearly is a bad resolution for the
State.
The MER standard developed historically as a reaction to the rule of capture and has had
at times a useful history therefore, lending some aura of engineering "authority" to restrictions on
production. But it became abused and harnessed to the purpose of helping rationalize price
maintenance restrictions; and then it became habitual and traditional, applied in a rote way. It is
not appropriate to Alaska today. It can easily become another case of a fixed professional
"standard" applied without regard to circumstance or cost, forgetting that "cost" means more than
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money. It means an invasion of the standards of other professions and other people who have to
make the economic sacrifice.
b. Premature investment
We noted above how a noncompetitive claim-staking system based on priority of claim
leads to premature and duplicative investment; and that a system of leasing upon industry
demand or nomination halfway resembles a simple claim-staking system. The result is to sink
too much capital too soon in the initial phases of exploration, proving up, social infrastructure,
equipping leases, mobilizing support facilities, and so on. Money at 10 percent doubles every
seven years. Money at 20 percent doubles every four years. To advance investment by a few
years, therefore, is the same as doubling the costs.
But as well as neglecting cost -- and often more serious --premature investment neglects
price, the price of the product reflected in the price of the lease. The lessees who buy early aren't
neglecting it for they can ride up the escalator, having obtained a lease and being under little
pressure to produce quickly. It is the State that is neglecting price when it sells leases too soon at
too low a figure. It then plays the lessees' game if it permits or, worse, requires them to produce
slowly and at the same time encourages them to go out and acquire more leases.
There should he no implication that the State should hold onto its unsold leases
indefinitely, waiting for the top dollar. To everything there is a season and a time for every
purpose. The criterion of maximizing DCF is in keeping with the wisdom of Ecclesiastes for it
tells us exactly the best time to sell, namely when the anticipated selling proceeds stop growing
faster than money in the bank. Early sale may waste the resource by releasing it for a low price.
Later sale may conserve the resource but waste the capital tied up in it. Optimal timing balances
the two considerations.
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Some things are happening too soon and others are happening too late. Is this just random
confusion with no pattern? No, there is a pattern which may be summarized as slow recovery of
capital. Capital is put in too soon and taken out too late. The cost of all those extra dollar years of
capital time is borne by the State.
A waste imposed by slow turnover is loss of flexibility and adaptability. Each time
capital is recovered and replaced it may he brought up to date with new technological
developments. The advantage of flexibility is perhaps most obvious in respect to contractual
commitments. "Old" gas may be subject to Federal Power Commission (FPC) regulation and tied
to a particular pipeline, or it may in any event be under a long-term contract. In an inflationary
period there is always an advantage of bringing new supplies on the market at new prices.
There are also more fundamental reasons not dependent on inflation. I have analyzed
these in the work already cited and append the relevant pages as Appendix B.
Another route to understating costs is to accept the plea of those with an interest in
supplying oil fields that one man's cost is another man's income and therefore to cancel these out.
The result of heeding these arguments is to conceive of benefits in gross rather than net terms.
This almost always results in premature development inasmuch as the gross value of a resource
is not only greater than the net value but it is positive during that early period when the net value
is negative. This kind of argument can be carried even farther by some "economic base analysts
who compute "multipliers" of still more extended benefits proliferating downstream and
upstream and sidestream from the resource development, all being dependent on it. If there is
much unemployed labor and idle industrial capacity such a case might sometimes he made. In
Alaska, which imports labor and oil field materials and steel, there seems little basis for it.
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Unfortunately, economic development which is sought after by some and shunned by
others is defined by none. This leaves the door open to considerable uncertainty. The extreme
pro-development posture is that resource discovery creates value and then provides an economic
base for multiple benefits all around. Current thinking seems to be moving away from this.
Discovery does not create value all alone. It is a cash-register payoff from the larger
development of infrastructure, community support facilities, and so on. All activities are
mutually supportive, discovery no more so than others; and the other contributors need support,
too. The new emphasis on the problems of community impact is some acknowledgment of this.
It is not surprising that people who see mainly the costs of development and disregard the
benefits are disposed to wait a longer time before permitting it to take place. They, too, may get
carried away and overstate their position, becoming like Oscar Wilde's crabbed economist who
"knew the cost of everything and the value of nothing." In this Report we will not try to resolve
these complex and extended issues, but treat the question of multipliers and extended benefits
and costs as something of a standoff, except where very specific external costs or benefits may
be identified and measured.
Another economic waste to guard against is "cross-subsidy." This is a generic term for
what occurs whenever accounts are consolidated and costs are deductible so that high-cost and
losing ventures may be rolled in with low-cost and winning ventures. Cross-subsidy is a hazard
in every profit-sharing scheme such as the corporate income tax, and it would be a hazard in any
profit-sharing lease resembling the corporate income tax. It is a hazard in any lease that
resembles utility rate regulation where a lessee is guaranteed a rate of return. The resulting
overinvestment of capital is known in the trade as "goldplating," or more formally as the
"Averch-Johnson -effect."
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Goldplating today might often take the seductive form of an excessive lack of resistance
to the claims of some worthy cause like environmentalism. The caribou lobby specialists may
overvalue that, the energy specialists may overvalue energy but they can join forces in
undervaluing the costs of having both, the costs being shifted to others.
Perhaps the commonest manifestation of cross-subsidy is the overextension of sub
economic feeder lines. This is nearly universal elsewhere and will undoubtedly happen here
without vigorous efforts to prevent it.
When we combine this pattern of waste with the pattern of improper timing described
earlier, they tend to reinforce each other in a general pattern of over decentralization. Too much
capital is applied too early to expand exploration and allied transportation lines. Too little is
applied and too late to more intensive development in and around proven reserves. The overall
pattern has much in common with imperialism. All of this can he avoided by hewing faithfully to
the concept of businesslike management with maximum DCF. That will be our lodestar.
5. External impacts
To allow for the externalities of oil and gas production both positive and negative, the
State seems evenly divided between those who perceive more pluses and those who perceive
more minuses. This is appropriate since there are both kinds. The issue between the polarized
parties is sharper, however, than can be resolved by such devices as measuring the value of the
sports fishery, for example, and trading off these values for equivalent energy values because
some of the very things seen as positive by some like added payrolls, added spending, and
increased property values seem negative to others. Change viewed as progress by some is seen as
retrogression by others. To measure and then reconcile these attitudes would he far beyond our
scope.
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We need not, however, leave the matter completely unresolved. A key to reconciliation is
in the distribution of gains and losses. There are probably more gains than losses from general
economic development since the actors reinforce one another, but the gains are not equally
distributed. One man's windfall is another man's wipeout. Many gains are unearned and received
by absentee investors. As the problem is distributive so is the probable solution. Wide
distribution of the benefits of oil and gas development will make it much more acceptable.
Leasing policy can contribute to this solution, although it is by no means the whole story.
Another external cost imposed on society by extractive industries is frequently instability,
and many people fear the boom and bust characteristics of oil and gas and other mining
industries. This consideration argues for leases that yield steady revenues and encourage steady
activity and it also may argue for a steady flow of lease sales. Neither of these is an absolute,
obviously, and must be balanced against the question of getting top dollar by turning production
and sales on and off.
6. Coordination with leasing on federal and native lands
Federal and native lands will share common transportation lines and support bases with
State lands. They may be on the same structures. State and federal lands especially have
extraordinarily long common boundaries in oil-prone areas. The State evinces strong desires not
to be led by federal policy and to have some input into federal policy.
At the same time, there is no drainage treaty or compact between the different
landowners even though England and Norway have managed to work this out on an international
basis. Until this is done, clearly a strike near the boundary will force a drainage sale on the other
side. If the Feds and the natives get and keep ahead of the State, the State might do very well by
specializing in drainage sales, a policy favored by many. But there is an uncomfortable feeling
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that this loss of initiative might also impose high costs by letting others determine the location of
activity as well as the timing. There is also some fear that division among the three kinds of
landlords might divide them for easier conquest by the industry. The State's objective therefore is
clearly to achieve a higher degree of cooperation.
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C. Elements of Leasing
There are several elements in a lease, most of which are optional and variable along a
wide spectrum. Kinds of leases are frequently distinguished by identifying the bid variable; but
the constant elements may be more important than the bid variable where they are set at very
high rates. Thus we discuss the pros and cons of each element in leasing first, and only at the end
discuss the choice of a bid variable.
1. Prior claim: the noncompetitive system
A substantial acreage in Alaska remains under noncompetitive lease. Figures forwarded
by Mr. Denton of the DNR for noncompetitive acreage of "oil companies" totaled to 625,000
acres. In addition there is acreage held by individuals. Ranking the companies in order of their
net acreage held, we find that the top 10 percent hold 58.9 percent of the noncompetitive net
acreage. This compares with 64 percent when we do the same thing for competitive net acreage.
Major holders of noncompetitive acreage are Texaco, Union, Cities Service, Amoco, and
Atlantic Richfield. (Major holders of competitive acreage are the same firms plus Sohio, Phillips,
BP Alaska, Exxon, Standard of California, and Mobil.) (See Appendix C.)
Noncompetitive systems are widespread outside the United States. Major faults appear to
be that they give away State property without payment, and so encourage premature claims and,
where there is a work requirement, premature use. The claim-staker rather than the State gets in
on the ground floor of the elevator and holds the resource while it appreciates from a zero value
up to whatever value its natural richness warrants. Any rate of return beginning from a base
equal to 0 is mathematically infinitely high and therefore not to be lightly given away.
We append an analysis by Professor Michael Crommelin, Faculty of Law, University of
Melbourne, Australia (Appendix D).
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2. The bonus
There are several advantages to using a high bonus in allocating leases and it has many
staunch advocates, including Walter Mead and Milton Lipton. Advantages of a high bonus
include:
a.

Large commitment by the lessee -- he will not walk away.

b.

There is no marginal disincentive imposed on the lessee.

c.

The State receives its money up front.

d.

Major corporations have access to market funds at rock bottom interest rates,

about 7.5 percent on bonds today, and therefore presumably will discount future expectations at
correspondingly low rates. Some of them have access to internal funds whose opportunity cost or
alternative use may be even lower in the event the management is embarrassed with more assets
than it can manage effectively. Some utilities, in seeking to support their rate bases, have
advanced money to invest in leases. This last kind of investment is being cross-subsidized by the
profit-making parts of the firm and may yield extremely low marginal rates to the company.
Historical evidence presented by Mead from the Gulf of Mexico indicates rates of return of about
7.5 percent.
e.

If the State should be exploited inadvertently it can use the tax mechanism later

on to compensate.
f.

The transfer is complete and there is no need for policing prices later on, auditing

costs and so on.
On the con side, major problems with high bonus payments are the following:
a.

High capital barrier to entry, reducing the number of bidders. This is undesirable

both because of the concentration of wealth and power which it implies but also because reduced
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competition might prevent the State's receiving fair value. Data supplied by Mr. Denton when
ranked by net acreage indicate that the top 10 percent of the holders of competitive net acreage
have 64 percent of the acreage. These top 10 percent consist of Arco, Phillips, Union, SoCal,
Exxon, Sohio, Mobil, and Cities' Service. While this degree of concentrated control is not
unusual in other places and other industries, it is still higher than many would consider socially
desirable.
b.

As low as the industry's internal cost of capital may be, the State's effective rate is

probably lower. This is a considerable change from the past and calls for a change in policy. The
State is no longer desperate for front money but on the contrary is looking for outlets for its
permanent fund. The industry, on the other hand, may be entering an era of higher internal
interest rates. It is freely alleged that figures like 20 percent are used in determining bonus bids
although this is difficult to nail down. It is certain, however, that monumental capital
requirements are projected for oil and gas related investment requirements in the next decade,
presaging increasing tightness of capital and therefore lower bonus bids relative to resource
values.
c.

The bonus aggravates the cash crunch since it is synchronized with the need to

find capital for drilling and equipping. This may result in underallocation of money to the latter,
especially for small firms.
d.

The time preference and therefore the production scheduling of different firms is

ruled by their internal interest rates which vary from one firm to another. The allocation of credit
among companies is based not on marginal productivity but on collateral security. The result is
too much time pressure on some lessees and too little on others. The one may depend on
extremely rapid use while the other may depend on speculation and delay above and beyond the
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social interests.
e.

The payment is determined and made before enough is known about actual

reserves. There is a large lottery element in the outcome and the outcome is not closely
correlated with the price paid. The State might sell $10 billion worth of oil for $6 million as it
apparently did at the 1965 auction at Prudhoe Bay. At the same time it sells some barren land for
a high price. The rule of caveat emptor is applied, frequently intentionally by the seller. This
constitutes a fraud with malice aforethought, which would not be tolerated in private business
dealings and it is questionable if the State should observe a lower level of elementary morality
than is expected of private sellers.
f.

The distribution of petroleum reserves in nature is extremely unequal as among

different deposits and tracts. The result is extreme inequality in the distribution of gains to wealth
when all the payments are made up front and the results of successful and unsuccessful gambles
fall entirely on the lessee.
g.

If, as is generally believed, most investors are risk-averse, then the lottery element

in having a high bonus acts as an additional filter screening out possible entrants. This leads to
higher concentration and less active competition in the bidding for State property. Also, to the
extent that accumulated wealth and a positive attitude towards gambling are factors determining
the high bidder, productivity and cost control are less determinant.
h.

Use of bonus bidding lends itself to preemptive, preclusive buying by wealthier

firms concerned with controlling the market and discouraging competitors.
i.

Once a bonus is paid and then a discovery made it is hard and costly to deny

production if the Environmental damage turns out to be high relative to the value of production.
We have just lucked out of one such trap; we might do worse another time.
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j.

Transfer or sale of lease for a high bonus is a de facto sale of land but without

much property tax liability imposed on capital or land (notably excepting the special Alaskan
reserves tax). The capital invested in drilling and equipping is partly exempt and the intangible
capital developed from exploratory drilling is not taxed. The leasehold interest itself is not
always taxed. While such tax relief should result in higher bonus bids, this exacerbates the
problem of the front-end filter.
k.

The front-end filter becomes even tighter when lease sales are large and there is

no slide bidding and the usual 20 percent advance bonus is required.
l.

If oil and gas prices are regulated, and of course they are vulnerable to this risk, a

bonus paid in the past is not treated as a current cost and not rolled in, resulting in lower prices
received, whereas certain kinds of subsequent participation demands by the State might be
treated in the regulatory mechanism as costs. In distinguishing between old oil and new oil,
regulation may also distinguish between old costs and new costs.
Our worst suspicions of bonus bidding are confirmed by the brilliant, succinct and
damning analysis of Alaska's past experience researched and written by my associate, Professor
Richard Norgaard of the School of Resource Economics, University of California, Berkeley
(Appendix E). Bonuses captured only from 9 percent to 16 percent of the surplus DCF value
above costs and royalties in Cook Inlet. There were too few bidders to assure effective
competition. Outcomes were wildly unrelated to bonuses bid and paid. Bidders have successfully
used advanced gaming strategies and statistical analyses to take advantage of a State without
expert staff in these fields. The State has not set adequate reservation prices or screened out
fishing bids and over nominations: only two percent of the offshore Cook Inlet tracts leased
through 1968 have produced. Dr. Norgaard recommends drastic changes.
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3. The delay rental
Delay rentals are the smallest of the three major payments in the usual bid, the other two
being bonus and royalty. They have been by no means negligible, however, and in Alberta, for
example, have run at 50 percent as much as royalties and bonuses at various times. In addition,
as compared with royalties they come earlier, and when we figure compound interest are blown
up into an even larger figure.
Delay rentals are usually an annual yearly payment that ceases when production and
royalties begin but there is room for many variations. They might continue until production ends,
for one. For another, they need not be at a fixed level but might increase in proportion to some
index such as cost of living or they might be made proportional to the assessed value of reserves,
giving them the character of a property tax on reserves. Another possibility is to pay the bonus
on the installment plan over several years. Yet another possibility is the production bonus, a
contingent payment which is due only when and if commercial pay-rock is struck. This has some
of the character of a bonus and some of the character of a rental and will be treated here.
The advantages of delay rentals and other rentals are the following:
a.

Payment is deferred. This has the same effect as extending credit to payers of

bonuses and letting them pay on the installment plan. This is of greater advantage to the leaner
interloping firms and tends to increase competition.
b.

The payment is fixed with respect to production and places no drag on it

therefore. Thus it achieves two goals at once that the State is seeking. It shifts payments into the
future and it does so without disincentive effect. If anything, it applies positive leverage to
accelerate production.
c.

At present when the firms need more time they simply request that leases be
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extended and the request is frequently granted. This involves arbitrary exercise of judgment by
officials. It would be better for lessees to pay so much a year and make their own decisions. The
pressure would be on them, of course, to accelerate production once the lease was signed. Firms
would be less anxious to nominate acreage and insist on lease sales many years in advance of the
availability of transportation.
d.

Alaska has millions of acres out under lease. It could all be returning more money

each year or else be relinquished for future sale at a more propitious time. Alaska is getting $1.00
per acre year for these lands. OCS lands are yielding $3.00 per acre year in practice and go
higher on drainage and development tracts. Norwegian rentals go up to $21 per acre year.
e.

Most capital is subject to property taxation and must therefore yield a return high

enough to cover both interest and property taxes. The investment in withholding oil reserves
from production, however, need only yield a competitive interest rate. A delay rental serves to
compensate for the lack of property taxation so that the same discount rate is applied in both
cases.
f.

A rental is terminable in practice when a lease is dropped due to lack of interest.

This reduces the risk imposed on the lessee considerably and should result in higher bids on the
bid variable, whatever that might be.
g.

A delay rental is smoothly convertible to an ad valorem base at such time as

enough is known about the reservoir and its contents to allow reasonably accurate assessment.
Thus, instead of being a fixed amount per year it would be a fixed percentage of the assessed
value of the reserves, still retaining its key qualities of shifting payments into the future and not
varying as a function of production.
On the negative side are the following considerations:
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a.

Early shutdown. This traditional argument against fixed charges would apply only

to one of the several alternative forms of rental, the nonterminable level payment. It can be
prevented by adopting one of the declining forms. Professor Rooney's studies (Appendix F)
indicate that the problem of early shutdown is not a serious one in general unless there is a
substantial bias against investments in pressure maintenance. A constant rental contains no such
bias. An ad valorem rental based on the value of as yet unproduced minerals would exempt the
value of capital in place and therefore leave the lessee with a substantial investment even at such
time as the rental charge approached zero.
b.

Rentals are traditionally lowest of the three kinds of lease payments. This

suggests that the industry doesn't like them and would not accept them readily. While this point
is often made, this consultant discounts it because of other evidence, presented later (Section 7c).
c.

Some federal tax provisions favor delayed production, advantages which might be

lost by any lease provision which promotes early production.
d.

A lessee might promise to pay a high rental and then walk away from the lease in

a short number of years if it proves to be unproductive. Some would consider this to be a
disadvantage of the system although it is included among the positive aspects as well.
e.

The rental is normally fixed ex ante. It therefore has the same lottery qualities as a

bonus.
The pros and cons discussed above indicate there are alternative forms of rental, which
are listed here:
a.

One might pay the bonus on the installment plan over a specified number of years

at a specified rate of interest.
b.

The traditional "delay rental" terminates when production begins and royalties are
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paid. It is usually at some fixed level per acre independent of value, although BLM policy
permits figures of $3.00, $5.00 and $10.00 per acre, depending on the class of acreage.
c.

A rental might increase yearly at a fixed or an accelerating rate during the

preproduction period in order to emphasize the landlord's intent to force action.
d.

A rent might be level for the term of lease. This is the pattern that must be faulted

for forcing early shutdown.
e.

A rental might be a specified percentage of the bonus bid, for a fixed number of

years. If the percentage were rather high, say 20 or 30 percent, the effect would be nearly the
same as option (a.), that is paying the bonus on the installment plan, but with a substantial down
payment. If the rate were 100 percent you would have exactly the same effect as an installment
plan payment.
f.

The rental might be a specified percentage of the appraised value of the

unproduced minerals in the ground. This is an ad valorem charge (AVC). It closely resembles
the ad valorem property tax in its impact and administration. Administrative aspects of this form
of levy, mainly the technique of assessing minerals in the ground, have been ably discussed
before this body by Robert Paschall. Basic principles of the application of such a charge are laid
out in Appendix H with a numerical example showing how one would use the data in the Van
Poollen report on the Sadlerochit Formation to levy the charge, and how it would diminish over
time.
The ad valorem charge differs sharply from those discussed previously in that it is based
on progressive disclosures of the value of minerals actually present while the others are based,
like bonus bids, on ex ante surmising about what might be there. The ad valorem charge (AVC)
is ex post discovery, while the other forms of rental are ex ante.
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Thus AVC has some of the good and some of the bad qualities of a royalty. Like a
royalty, it is based on what is actually in the ground rather than an uninformed guess as to what
might be there, and is a function of actual outcomes. It therefore prevents many of the
distributive inequities which flaw the system of high bonuses.
On the negative side, again like a royalty, it has some disincentive effect on discovery
since discovery and proving of reserves result in higher assessments. The effect is much weaker
here than with a royalty, however, because the ad valorem charge is based only on the value of
the resource in situ whereas the royalty is also, in effect, a charge on all the costs of extracting
the deposit as well. In the extreme, on a marginal deposit the ad valorem charge will be zero
whereas a royalty, could it be collected, would be substantial. Similarly, at the end of life the ad
valorem charge falls to zero while royalties continue with a fixed rate.
The two more substantial weaknesses of the ad valorem charge appear to be, first, there is
some question about whether assessments can be tolerably accurate in practice, and second, there
is some disincentive effect on exploratory drilling. These weaknesses may be substantially
overcome by a combined system which would work as follows: There would be two stages in the
life of a lease, before and after the discovery of commercial petroleum. Before discovery, the
rental would be a specified percentage of the bonus bid (as in paragraph (e.) above). Following
discovery, the same percentage would be applied to the assessed value of the discovered
reserves. It would progressively rise as more reserves were proven and decline as they were
exhausted (see Appendix H).
The presence of several lessees on any one structure would probably prevent substantial
concealment of reserves. However, if experience suggested such concealment to be a problem, it
might be offset by programs of compulsory disclosure, State participation in drilling, penalties
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for concealment, and so on. Professor Norgaard (Appendix E) and Professor Rooney (Appendix
F) both suggest schemes for State exploration.
Lease terms might be quite short, say five years, with rents "renegotiable" at that time.
Such "renegotiation" would be rather unilateral with the State holding the upper hand and would
seem to impose unreasonable risks on lessees. Unilateral renegotiation of terms is - actually
practiced in many countries around the world in the wake of multiplying petroleum prices which
made the original lease terms seem egregiously favorable to the lessees. Even American law
occasionally permits change of contracts in the face of gross unforeseeable, external change of
conditions. In general, however, this seems an unsystematic and arbitrary approach and less
desirable than AVC which, although it might be criticized for some arbitrariness in the
assessment process, is subject to objective administration and evaluation of performance.
4. The royalty
Production-based royalties are traditionally a large element in mineral leases. The most
frequently heard proposal for reducing high front-end bonuses today is to increase royalty rates
either directly or through making them the bid variable. The advantages of high royalties would
be the following:
a.

Payment is deferred. This eases entry for leaner firms and conserves front money

for actual drilling and equipping leases. It increases competition and aids small business.
b.

Major payments are contingent on the lessee's finding commercial petroleum and

are in proportion to the volume, although not the value of what he finds. This reduces the risk
element in lease bidding. It also reduces the premium now placed on prior knowledge of what is
there and reduces the advantage of firms that can afford extensive early investment in preleasing
surveys.
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c.

It removes the possibility of the lessee's paying a high price for something that is

not present and removes the probability of windfalls when more is present than the market
expected.
d.

The State now has a lower discount rate than many potential bidders and can

better afford to participate in future income at the expense of immediate cash. This must be
tempered with the thought that the median voter is poorer than the median corporate shareholder
and has a higher time preference. On the other hand, the State is free from federal income tax so
that a given percentage return on investment is more attractive to the State than it is to a taxable
private body. If it were just a matter of avoiding State taxes this advantage would be spurious,
but if the State can successfully avoid federal taxes where private lessees cannot there appears to
be a net advantage from the State's own viewpoint. Countering this is the observation that some
large energy corporations have succeeded in lowering their effective federal income tax rates to a
low percentage of profit, but the answer to that is that it is not an objective of the State to
encourage a small number of large firms but to maximize the number of potential entrants into
the field, including those too small to take full advantage of tax loopholes.
e.

A royalty is the exact opposite of the depletion allowance. Oil and gas firms, in

their eagerness to secure depletion allowances, will be willing to pay higher royalties than
otherwise, a relationship which might be exploited to benefit the State. However, this again runs
counter to the desire to benefit smaller firms inasmuch as the depletion allowance is now limited
to smaller wells and is programmed to shrink progressively over the next few years.
f.

A properly attuned royalty might substitute for unitization of a common pool. It

may also substitute for direct controls on well- spacing and rates of flow.
In spite of its attractive features, the royalty has a long list of problems.
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a.

There is no commitment by the lessee. He may tie up land at little cost by merely

promising to pay high future royalties and wait for a free ride on his neighbor. A successful
bidder who overbids may abandon the lease, but there is no symmetry. The bidder who
successfully underbids cashes in at the expense of the lessor, who cannot back out.
b.

Marginal deposits are made submarginal and marginal effort on rich deposits is

made submarginal. This applies to entire tracts, to the high-cost fringes of low-cost deposits, to
the extra wells and capacity needed to give better control of timing, to equipping the lease, to
work-overs, to the date of beginning production, to the stretch-out of the entire period of
production, to the date of terminating production, to pressure maintenance and secondary
recovery, to exploration for smaller and marginal deposits, and to production during high-cost
seasons. Vastly more is involved here than the problem of early shutdown usually emphasized.
Royalties are not automatically passed on to consumers. Prices are determined by supply
and demand in world markets. The burdens of the royalty system are borne primarily by the
landowner in the form of lower net income.
c.

A good deal of leakage of surplus cash flow is suffered by the landlord on the

low—cost flush deposits, especially during their flush years when the surpluses are yielded. To
be sure the prospect of winning these surpluses tends to raise bids all round but as noted, high
royalties on low-value deposits may be uncollectible whereas low royalties on low-cost deposits
are irretrievable.
d.

The lessee's incentive to defer production is exaggerated. There is a strong future

shift. The mathematics of this are developed in Appendix J. The basic idea may be simply
expressed: It costs more to produce faster, and royalties discourage incurring costs (because the
resulting output is shared with the landlord but the costs are borne entirely by the lessee). In
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addition, there is an exaggerated motive to wait for higher prices. A royalty makes a marginal
field or unit of production submarginal, but by waiting for higher prices the lessee can wait until
it becomes somewhat better than marginal even after paying the royalty.
By the same token, if fluctuating prices are expected or experienced, the lessee's
motivation to turn production on and off at his convenience is exaggerated. The lessor's royalties
are therefore afflicted by instability beyond what would be an optimal adjustment to changing
markets. Instability also has negative external effects on impacted communities, of course.
It may be shown mathematically (see Appendix J) that the disincentive of a royalty
operates with greatest force on investments that are incurred immediately before their effects are
felt in increased production. That is, it strikes hardest at work-overs, at pressure maintenance,
secondary recovery, and so on. Its effects are relatively less in respect to investments that occur
well in advance of production such as exploration. The overall result of this pattern is a stretchout of the commitment of unrecovered capital between first outlay and ultimate recovery. This
pattern increases overall capital requirements which in turn works to the advantage of wealthier
firms and helps to screen out the leaner firms. Thus the royalty system works to the disadvantage
of the very firms that it is designed to help.
e.

The deferral of revenues hurts the State, of course. The additional deferral caused

by the future shift of production hurts even more. Deferral of State revenues is acceptable if it
serves the function of encouraging more competitive firms; but deferral of revenues after
discovery serves little or no such function. The lessee who discovers commercial pay-rock may
cash out immediately in several ways. Companies regularly borrow or issue stock on the basis of
discoveries. Not only does this take cash out of them, it does so without incurring any federal tax
liability and is thus substantially subsidized by the workings of income tax law. Economists
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regard the nontaxation of unrealized capital gains to be a major source of bias in tax law.
Unrealized gains are an unpreempted potential tax source. It is a good principle of State policy to
go after unpreempted revenue sources, as noted earlier, and a royalty fails to do this. On the
contrary, it widens the loophole.
f.

The lessee may shortchange the lessor by understating the price of produced oil

and gas. This has to be policed carefully at some expense.
g.

Environmental damage from oil and gas production is more a function of the fact

that some production is taking place than it is a variable function of the flow of volume in any
year. The royalty-induced stretch-out therefore increases the total environmental damage.
h.

There are many more little finds to be discovered than big ones, more poor ones

than rich ones. The effect of royalties is to screen out the little ones. This greatly reduces the
success ratio where success is defined as simply finding a commercial find that is producible. It
screens out the little ones without succeeding in capturing all the rent on the big ones. It tends,
therefore, to reduce sharply the number of viable firms since the expected success ratio is an
important consideration, especially for the leaner firms which cannot afford a large number of
failures. Once again it fails in one of its primary objectives, which is creating an economic
environment more favorable to the leaner firms.
The discussion of pros and cons of royalties has centered on the simple concept of a high
royalty rate. Some of the disadvantages may be overcome by the use of step royalties, sliding
scale royalties, and using royalty as the bid variable which results in different rates on different
deposits. Professor Rooney has outlined a workable step-royalty system (Appendix F). In our
recommendations we include this among the workable alternatives.
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There are many drawbacks, however. The problem with sliding scales is that they slide
only with volume, and volume is only one of several factors that need to be considered. In
addition, a scale which is progressive with respect to volume worsens the tendency of royalties to
shift production into the future, since the high rate brackets may be avoided by reducing
production now and stretching it out. If the rate is progressive per well it may be avoided by
drilling more wells.
If it is progressive per tract it also depends arbitrarily on the size of the tract. It causes
future shift. And it has a built-in bias against the marginal fringes of superior tracts which may
exist where the tract is fractured and complicated.
It takes no account of cost differences which are independent of the volume factor. Thus,
a high-volume well in a difficult, remote location gets a high rate while a low-volume well in a
convenient location without much depth gets a low rate. It is a blunt instrument.
It makes no distinction between high volume which is the result of natural pressure
achieved at no cost, and high volume which is the result of costly pressure maintenance such as
that now experienced in several Cook Inlet fields whose volume has been maintained over the
years at some cost.
It might be possible to adjust for all these and other variable factors by an extensive and
complex system of variable rates based on extended observation of particular circumstances. All
this would accomplish is the same thing that might be accomplished generally and accurately by
letting costs be deducted. Deducting costs, however, has its own problems, and this lets us avoid
them.
One problem with royalties may be solved by the use of a State marketing board. That is
the problem of price determination if it appears that the lessees are fiddling the transfer prices
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which are used to determine the State's share. This is the approach taken by British Columbia in
marketing its natural gas through a provincial marketing board. The royalty is taken as an excess
profit of the marketing board. Unfortunately, this only solves one of the several problems of the
royalty system. The British Columbia experience has been one of having progressively to raise
the field price and reduce its profits in order to stimulate more exploration and production. The
basic fault is that it fails to distinguish between the low-cost and the high-cost deposits.
A very useful adjustment in a royalty system is to let the rate increase as a function of an
index of petroleum prices. This offsets part of the future shift problem since it removes the
incentive to hold back waiting for higher prices. It fails to account for cost changes, however.
Another device similar to a royalty would be taxation levied on a major pipeline. There is
a case against any taxation of pipelines, especially underutilized ones, because of their
economies of scale.2 The "six-tenths rule" implies that optimal rates would cover only 60 percent
of costs. This implies the need for a subsidy, rather than a tax. I.C.C. regulation is not geared to
accommodate this kind of thinking, so we can forget about the subsidy idea. There is also a
special case for taxing TAPS, to recoup the windfalls at Prudhoe. In general, however, taxing
pipelines has the same faults as a royalty. (Inflating pipeline rates for reasons other than taxation,
as I.C.C. regulation seems to do, has all the bad effects of a royalty without the benefit of raising
revenue.)
Another feature of a royalty which may be an advantage or disadvantage is that it may be
taken in kind and marketed by the State. This has aroused great enthusiasm in Alaska recently
but the kind of enthusiasm suggests the kind of problems that would be encountered, namely
domestic use at low productivity in preference to export at higher prices. This is a subsidy. The
2

There is an engineering rule of thumb, the "six-tenths rule," that the cost of incremental capacity is 60 percent as
high as the unit cost of the capacity before the increment. The rule is inaccurate and not universal but gives a rough
notion of what is normal.
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recipient has to take his subsidy in the one form of underpriced petroleum products and will use
them wastefully. Industries which use lots of cheap energy do not constitute an unusually
seminal economic base. Energy-intensive industries tend to be capital- intensive, and frequently
polluting. Located in remote areas, they generate a minimum of associated activity. As an
example there is Kitimat, British Columbia, with its hot house aluminum industry dependent on
underpriced power. What would be the effects of reallocating this power to a more diversified
community in a more attractive area where it would attract more labor-intensive industry?
5. Specific terms
Here we treat specific terms that are not generally specified in money; but we do not treat
field regulations, which are in Section 8. The use of specific terms generally runs counter to the
goals of administrative simplicity and objectivity, since terms tend to be arbitrary or
discretionary and are usually discrete with sharp black and white boundaries as opposed to
incremental pressures which run along a spectrum.
The present treatment is abbreviated in order to reserve more time and space for matters
of higher current priority.
a. The term in years
i.

The term before beginning production. Five years is usually allowed subject to

discretionary extension. It might be better to substitute a delay rental increasing at an increasing
rate. Lessees naturally will argue in favor of longer terms. That is their interest. Ours is to sit on
the landlord's side of the table. From this position there is much to be said for holding feet to the
fire.
ii.

The term after beginning production. The practice, of course, is to let the term

continue as long as production continues. An alternative is to terminate the lease after the lessee
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has recovered a volume of reserves previously agreed upon. This is discussed in a later section.
b. Size limits
i.

Size per parcel. Professor Stephen Cheung, an authority on leasing systems, has

emphasized the landlord's advantage in keeping parcels small. This helps to assure that each
lessee, in making a viable operation, will apply a certain minimum of labor and capital to the
landlord's land. Lessees argue in favor of larger parcels. Again that is clearly their interest, but it
is adverse to the landlord's.
ii.

Cumulative total acreage by state and by substate region. There is an argument for

limiting the holdings of one firm in any area, in order to increase the operating base of as many
potential competitors as possible. This also assures closer attention to each individual parcel.
There are nine firms who currently hold more than 200,000 acres each of competitive leases in
Alaska. It is not clear that one firm can effectively explore and operate that many acres at once.
However, acreage maxima are difficult to enforce, so that in general we prefer the use of general
economic incentives rather than acreage limitations.
iii.

A "market-structure impact statement." The State might reasonably mount a

substantial antitrust operation, presumably in the Attorney-General's department. Winning bids
might be rejected if the Attorney-General's office determined that accepting the bid might tend to
reduce competition.
c. Joint bidding
There is a good case for prohibiting joint bidding, which reduces the number of
competitors. Professor Norgaard's statement (Appendix E) speaks to this point. Like Professor
Mead in an earlier study, Professor Norgaard found that the number of independent bidders is a
most important variable determining the size of bids. The counter-argument that joint bidding
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permits bids to occur which would not otherwise be made, owing to high capital requirements, is
unpersuasive where the bidders are large multinational firms, which are simultaneously bidding
elsewhere in Alaska and the world.
d. Liability for environmental damage
It would make sense for environmental damages anywhere in Alaska to be made a first
lien on the lease from which the offending oil originated. We might further introduce a
progressive element in this by making the liability a first lien on all leases held by the offending
company.
For damages beyond the amount thus recoverable, it probably is desirable to make
participation in environmental damage insurance a mandatory feature of all State leases.
None of these terms should be imposed in a punitive or negative spirit. The objective is
never to damage the industry, but to help the State. The objective is never to penalize larger
firms for being large, but to open the door to help smaller firms. We should carefully avoid
referring to "the industry" as a block, and praising or blaming it as a whole. Lease terms which
favor small business over big business are not hostile to "the industry." They are, rather,
designed to help most firms in the industry by offsetting unfair advantages enjoyed by the large
and wealthy firms. Whenever the State can help itself by helping the industry it should do so.
Whenever the State can help itself by weakening oligopolistic elements in the industry in order
to strengthen competitive elements in the industry, it should do so. None of this is "hostile to
industry" in general.
In addition, the State's interest as landlord is generally adverse to that of the industry as
tenant. In asserting its legitimate property interests, the State is adverse to industry without being
hostile to industry. These are all important distinctions which should be held firmly in mind to
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avoid confusion. The American Petroleum Institute, in one of its publications, argues in favor of
larger parcels, bigger sales at one time, longer terms, and the absence of any reservation price. In
opposing the Institute's position, the State is not being "hostile." Rather, it is asserting its own
legitimate interests and at the same time being friendly to smaller firms whose interests seem
neglected in the API positions.
6. Profit sharing
To overcome the weaknesses of the royalty system the lessor may allow the lessee to
deduct from royalty payments an allowance for costs. In return he raises the basic rate charged
per barrel. Thus the royalty, which resembles a sales tax, is converted into a profit share
resembling an income tax.
The concept is simple enough in regard to regular expenses of operation and routine
maintenance which are deducted from production payments in the year in which they are
incurred. The allocation of deductions becomes more complicated with respect to capital outlays,
and since these are normally quite high relative to ongoing expenses the matter cannot be
overlooked.
Capital outlays must be deductible over a considerable period of years, presumably the
useful life of the capital. This immediately engages us in a number of complexities and tricky
questions which we will discuss under the negative aspects of the proposal.
Since we are dealing with a lease and not a tax on the total income of the multinational
corporation, only those costs can be deductible which are expended on site, or in such close
conjunction with it that we have no difficulty identifying them. This means that overhead
expenses are not deductible. Neither are federal taxes. The proposal thus resembles what is called
a "net proceeds" tax rather than a pure income tax. The distinction is important and fundamental.
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The income tax is in personamm; that is, it is levied on a person or corporation as such. The net
proceeds tax, on the other hand, is in rem: it is levied on the income and expenses attributable to
a particular "thing," in this case the leasehold.
This also means that interest payments are not deductible. The deduction is based on the
value of the capital applied to the site regardless of whether it is debt financed or equity financed.
It might seem preferable to allow some deduction for the cost of capital whether it be equity
capital or debt capital, but this proposal is considered in the following section, #7.
The lessee might recover his capital on a per year basis or, alternatively, on a per barrel
basis. If the latter, it must be subject to some yearly maximum to avoid his recovering his capital
all in one or two years as would happen with a flush producer. Such accelerated recovery would
mean in effect that the lessee's capital would not be tied up for any appreciable number of years
and that there was no base remaining on which he could legitimately be said to be contributing to
the profit. This in turn would convert the arrangement from profit sharing to simple rent
collecting, which is discussed in Section 7. The present proposal is that the State share in the
lessee's profits, which presupposes that the lessee still have some unrecovered capital
outstanding which contributes to the joint profit.
The per barrel recovery basis resembles the depletion allowance of the income tax and
may be thought of in similar terms with this difference: the present proposal limits the depletion
allowance to recovery of costs actually incurred. On the surface the per barrel basis might seem
much superior to the per year basis of cost recovery, because the per barrel cost credit comes in
the form of a depletion allowance and would offset the disincentive effects of the royalty
element. Actually this is a minimal advantage for two reasons. One is that there must be an upper
limit per year in any event to keep this a profit share system, and the other is that the deduction
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of current expenses eliminates the disincentive effects of the royalty in the short run in any event.
In fact, adding to this a per barrel depletion allowance would have a slight tendency to accelerate
production.
Therefore, we do not sharply distinguish between the per barrel basis and the per year
basis in discussing the pros and cons.
The advantages of the net proceeds or profit sharing approach are the following:
a.

Allowing costs to be deducted overcomes the problems that plague the royalty

system without incurring the problems that plague the bonus system. It succeeds in binding the
lessor and the lessee in much more of a common interest -- they share the profits and they also
share the costs.
This means that we succeed in preserving incentives at the margins, both intensive and
extensive, and reduce (without eliminating) the "deadweight loss" that is caused by the
disincentive effects of a royalty. Second, we can and indeed we must charge a basically higher
rate which rifles in on the flush producers who have little cost to deduct per barrel and succeeds
in extracting a large amount of rent which leaks away when we depend on royalties.
b.

Because costs themselves are deducted, this approach obviates the complex

schemes of sliding scales and so on which one might use to modify the royalty system to make it
approximate a cost sharing system.
c.

This approach sustains over a long period of time the union of interests between

lessor and lessee.
d.

The nonacknowledgement of overhead costs creates minimal bias since this

merely results in lower bids for the bid variable. Overhead costs will be roughly proportionate to
on-site costs for many firms. For some others, overhead costs will be large relative to on-site
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costs and they will be discriminated against, but it may be desirable to discourage such firms
since their overhead costs will be incurred outside the State and since they tend to be the larger
firms. The intent is not to discourage larger firms but to encourage smaller ones relatively.
e.

The income received by the State from different leases will be now made

progressive with respect to profitability. That is, the State's share per barrel on marginal oil will
be zero while its share per barrel on profitable oil will be quite high.
On the negative side, we now create some new problems and are left with some old ones:
a.

The basic problem of the royalty system is only partially solved because a large

share of the economic costs remains undeductible, that is, the interest on the lessee's investment.
This is normally a high figure compared with current operating costs because in this industry
capital costs are very high relative to operating costs. As a result, there will still be some
deadweight loss because some marginal opportunities will be made subeconomic and there will
also be some leakage of rents because the basic rate cannot be set high enough to extract all the
rent from the best deposits.
b.

The problem of future shift, which is so exaggerated in the royalty system, is

compensated for by cost deduction but not 100 percent compensated for. This point requires
mathematical exposition and is treated in Appendix J.
c.

There are new and formidable administrative problems in allowing cost

deductions, several of which have been suggested above. Substantial staff will be required to
frame the system properly in all its details initially and then to administer it. Administrative
problems will resemble and approximate those involved in the corporate income tax. They might
be considerably ameliorated by legislation requiring disclosure of corporate income tax returns to
DNR personnel. This is not altogether on the negative side. Information about the costs of the
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industry would be of great aid to DNR personnel and administrators in performing their
functions effectively. On the negative side, the industry would avoid such exposure and this
might reduce bids.
d.

The slow recovery of capital allowed, which is an inherent feature of this system,

will be harder on the leaner firms which we want to encourage. Of course, the fact that some
capital is recoverable is attractive to all. The fact that it is recoverable only slowly is more
acceptable to the richer firms than it is to the leaner ones.
e.

The ability to deduct exploratory costs is not worth much where the probability of

success is low. Thus, if the success ratio is one in ten, only 10 percent of the preproduction
exploratory costs will ever be eligible for deduction. On the other hand, the costs of working
over a producing field would all be deductible. This constitutes a large bias in the treatment of
different kinds of costs and different parcels, which would need to be compensated for although
there may be no simple and administrable way of doing so. It constitutes a serious drawback to a
parcel-by-parcel system.
f.

There will be some padding of costs and some gold plating which will leak

through our best efforts to prevent them. These problems will be greatest on drainage tracts
where production is a sure thing. Professor Rooney indicates that padding of costs is a very
serious problem in the profit share leases in Long Beach, California.
g.

If there is no inflationary adjustment made, the actual capital recovery allowance

will be less in constant dollars than the amount of capital invested.
h.

The allowance of fixed capital recovery has a negative leverage effect on

incentives. It is the opposite from a regular fixed charge which has a positive leverage effect.
After the lessee has recovered his allowable capital quota for the year, his incentives will be less.
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And after he has recovered it for the life of the deposit, his incentives will be permanently less.
This pattern is bound to create some distortions.
Another and very different approach to profit sharing is through the State's taking an
equity participation in one or more private corporations, as Canada has done with Panarctic Oils
and Great Canadian Oil Sands, Limited. This does not directly solve the problem of land
disposal, however, unless the State secures its equity by trading land for shares in the
corporation. This, however, then makes the State a partner in all the affairs and ventures of the
corporation around the world and gets far beyond the basic question of leasing policy which this
study addresses.
A distantly related proposal is that offered by Phillips Petroleum that the bonus bid
should be recoverable by the lessee as a deduction from royalties. This would either constitute a
net cost to the State or else result in higher initial bonus bids in anticipation of later recovery.
The latter has no particular advantages and would raise the bonus higher than otherwise and
worsen the problem of the front-end filter.
7. Rent-sharing
We have seen how the landlord may share the lessee's costs in effect by letting him write
them off against royalties. We've discussed profit sharing where the lessee may write off his
operating costs and also his capital costs. The next and last logical step is to let him write off
interest on his capital costs as well. What remains, then, for the landlord is the net contribution of
the land; that is, the contribution to output which may be attributable to the resources which the
landlord contributed. In theory this divides the product exactly as it should be. The lessee gets a
return in proportion to his investment and the landlord gets a return based on the value of his
contribution. The question is whether this theoretical ideal can be approached in practice.
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There are three basic approaches which are sufficiently different that we will discuss
them separately:
a. Guaranteed rate of interest
In this scheme the lessee may deduct from his royalty base the operating costs, the capital
costs, plus interest on unrecovered capital. The interest rate would be set at some market-derived
figure like 8 or 9 percent. The capital could not be written off immediately. It would have to be
depreciated over several years. There are many alternative rates of depreciation and many
alternative ways of selecting the life over which capital may be depreciated. Were we to opt for
this alternative, we would have to give detailed consideration to the complex choice of
depreciation paths and life. An extended discussion of this is premature at this point, however.
We would also have to decide whether to allow carry-forward of unused depreciation in years of
no production.
b. Front-end recovery of capital
We can let the lessee have the first cut at production, letting him keep the entire proceeds
until such time as he shall have recovered all of his deductible capital expenses. In a flush
producer this will occur so rapidly that the question of interest rate is not critical. His capital is
tied up for such a short period that interest on it is not a large amount. Following this, the State
takes the lion's share of the operating profit, leaving 15 or 20 percent to the operator as an
incentive. There will be a bid variable, probably a bonus, to soak up any residual net advantage
which operators anticipate.
(An unnecessary variation on this scheme would be to let the bonus also be deductible.
As discussed in Section 6, this merely adds to the capital which the lessee has to put in and take
out without achieving any particular purpose. Another elegant variation would be to let operators
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write off their capital outlays against the bonus. This, too, would result in inflating bonus bids
and simply constitute lost motion with little net effect. We do not, therefore, discuss these bonus
recovery options any further.)
c. Ad valorem charge based on reserves in place
This method has been alluded to earlier in Section 3, dealing with rentals. Like a rental it
is based on time rather than production, but unlike the traditional concept of a delay rental it is
not determined simply ex ante or per acre, but is based on a continuing assessment of the
capacity of a reservoir to produce. It is determined ex post the disclosure of reservoir contents
rather than ex ante. Therefore we continue and complete the discussion of it in this section.
There are pros and cons of rent sharing by whichever of the three methods, and then they
have their individual pros and cons. First we consider all three collectively. On the positive side,
they all have the following benefits:
1.

There is a theoretically attainable degree of perfection where there is no

deadweight loss. This theoretical perfection is not attainable in practice but is worthy of note
because other systems would impose deadweight losses on the State, even if they could be
perfectly administered at zero cost, because of fundamental conceptual defects. In the rent-share
schemes every cost of developing any resource is deductible. On marginal resources where the
costs just equal the gains the rent share equals zero, so there is no charge levied to have a
disincentive effect on the producer.
2.

The counterpart of zero deadweight loss is zero leakage of State income into

private hands. This again presupposes perfect administration and administrability. Rent is exactly
the income properly attributable to the State's share in the joint effort, that is, the share
contributed by land which the State owns.
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3.

The rent share is progressive with respect to profitability, like the profit share,

only more so. Oil produced from strictly marginal deposits where costs equal gains yields the
State no share whatsoever. But oil produced after the lessee has recovered his capital from rich
tracts goes nearly 100 percent to the State. The State gets a higher share from the more
"profitable" -- only now we should say "rentable" --deposits because the basic rate can be so
much higher. By virtue of allowing the deductibility of all costs, including interest on
investment, we can now increase the basic rate nearly to 100 percent (subject to administrative
feasibility).
Ideally, the State's share will be progressive only with respect to that profitability that
derives from the land input. Extra profits that come from more efficient management, cutting
costs and so on should accrue to the operator. Whether this can be accomplished depends on how
effectively we can audit the deduction of costs. Under alternatives (1.) and (2.) especially, this
poses serious problems which we discuss later.
4.

Rent sharing is based on ex post disclosures of the outcomes of exploration rather

than ex ante guessing.
On the negative side, there are these problems:
1.

Rates must be much higher than under other systems. This accentuates incentives

to evade, and it makes all valuation questions more critical.
2.

By virtue of its efficacy in collecting rents, the system reduces incentives for

preleasing exploration. This forces us either to provide substitutes or to come to a decision that
the present level is economically excessive and costly. Even if we do so conclude, this will leave
a number of firms with a substantial investment in preleasing information subject to some capital
loss, which they will resist.
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a. Capital recovery with fixed interest
The proposal is to let the lessee write off capital investments against royalties at so much
per year. He may write off capital together with interest on unrecovered capital at a fixed rate of
interest like 8 or 9 percent. The advantages of this arrangement are the following:
1.

The State starts recovering money right away. The lessee's capital continues to

work for the State and the lessee remains entangled for a considerable period of time.
2.

There is an upper limit on what the lessee can get. He is guaranteed a reasonable

rate of return on his investment and little more. He is not relieved of all risks because the
guarantee depends on production.
3.

In case the State's share is left too low, there is a safety valve in the fact that there

is still a bid variable, like the bonus, to soak up any excess of expectations.
4.

The guarantee of interest reduces risk, and so reduces any risk premium needed or

alleged to attract capital.
5.

Full cost recovery with interest eliminates the tendency to slow down production

which the royalty imposes (Appendix J).
6.

There is no intertemporal bias against early costs incurred long before there is

income from the lease. Exploratory drilling is recoverable. Compound interest accrues and may
finally be recovered. (This does pose severe auditing problems, however.)
7.

There is no temptation to pad capital costs in the declining years, because they

can only be taken at so much per year.
Disadvantages are the following:
1.

Padding expenses and gold plating. With a high basic royalty rate and generous

deductions allowed with interest, the temptation towards boondoggling is at a maximum. The
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landlord may expect severe problems of monitoring, surveillance and evaluation. This system
makes a lessee think and act like a regulated utility. This probably gives some practical notion of
its impact. We have learned to survive with regulated utilities even though utilities pad their rate
bases. We might similarly learn to survive with this system, in spite of its problems.
There are special aggravated problems in remote areas where "base maintenance," rather
than drilling per se, is the largest cost. "Base maintenance" comprises a wide range of the
necessities, amenities, follies and recreations of life, a bottomless sink of unauditable expenses.
2.

Just as with profit sharing schemes, there is underrecovery of capital on long-shot,

wildcat acreage. The British and Canadians have tried to compensate for this by extending
somewhat beyond the individual parcel the area in which accounts may be consolidated, so that
the costs of losers may be written off against the gains of winners over some considerable area.
They call the boundary of this area the "ring fence." They are vague about how this fence line is
drawn. Their system delegates more arbitrary power to civil "servants" than ours does, and may
not be tolerable here (or there).
To be sure, federal income taxation contains a bias in favor of risky ventures; leasing
upon industry demand, as Alaska has done, has a similar bias. It is difficult to evaluate
countervailing biases and this has not been undertaken. If this idea is one that the Legislature
wishes to pursue such an investigation would be desirable.
3.

The guaranteed interest rate is the same for all firms regardless of their own cost

of capital. This is a relative advantage to the wealthier firms whose cost of capital is lower. It is
not as great an advantage, however, as that in the bonus element, because the discounted present
value of the bonus is derived by discounting all future revenues, not simply those imputable to
the lessee's capital.
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The lower cost of capital to larger, wealthier firms may be inferred from data in
Appendix K. Larger firms make less use of their credit ratings than smaller firms do, even
though the credit ratings are better. This is to say that the larger firms could, if they wished,
borrow a good deal more at 7.5 or 8 percent but are choosing not to. This displays the presence
of internal funds such that the internal cost of capital is no greater than 7.5 percent.
b. Front-end recovery
The proposal is to let the lessee recover his capital at the front end before the State gets
anything. The lessee recovers his capital with maximum feasible speed. His stake is in and out so
rapidly that it need earn little interest.
The advantages are the following:
1.

The incentive is towards haste. The lessee will not dawdle just to have interest

pile up. He avoids interest costs by minimizing the period of capital commitment rather than
writing off interest at a given rate.
2.

There is reduced temptation to pad the early, preproduction outlays, because no

interest is allowed. Exploratory drilling is already largely expensible for federal tax, and further
temptation by the State might be redundant.
3.

There is minimum feasible risk imposed on the lessee except as before where

there is wildcat acreage.
4.

This system favors the leaner firms. It shifts payments into the future more than

any other system. The lessee owes the State nothing until he has recovered almost everything -everything that is his.
5.

Lessees' capital is kept working in the industry, going in and out in a rapid

reciprocating movement. A maximum of work is performed with a minimum of capital tied up.
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Small firms, particularly, depend on high capital turnover.
6.

There is no need to determine depreciable lives and depreciation paths.

7.

There is no inflationary leakage because so little time passes between investment

and recovery.
The negative points are the following:
1.

The premium on early inception may be excessive and in some cases cause

wasteful haste. Presumably this could be controlled.
2.

There is no explicit provision for the lessee's receiving interest on his capital. He

would, however, adjust for this by reducing his bid (for the bid variable, whatever that might be).
The best arrangement probably is for the State not to try to capture 100 percent of the cash flow
after capital is recovered but to set the rate at 80 percent or so, leaving the bid variable to soak up
the remainder.
3.

The nominal royalty rate will be extremely high. This will lend itself to

exaggeration and misinterpretation by critics who might succeed in having the system changed
after the lessees had already recovered their capital, resulting in severe losses to the State. There
is no protection against this other than widespread understanding.
4.

The problem remains of a bias against wildcat acreage and other long-shot

acreage. If the system is attractive enough on other grounds, some means could probably be
devised to compensate for this. It would have to be something other than simply letting large
firms pool their entire accounts within the State, because this contains a built-in bias in favor of
the larger firms just as the corporate income tax does.
5.

The temptation to expense dubious capital outlays against any flush producer is

overwhelming, posing a severe auditing problem. To be sure, the auditor must be shown that the
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capital is to be productive on the same parcel, with its diminishing returns from a limited
resource. So the possibilities of fraud are finite. In addition, this encourages intensive infilling
and development as opposed to over-decentralization, probably a needed antidote to other biases.
But this remains a drawback.
c. The ad valorem charge (AVC)
We touched on this method earlier in Section 3, the discussion of rentals, because it has
some of the character of a rental, being an annual charge independent of production. We
continue the discussion here because it also is a device for sharing rent. The ad valorem charge
or AVC resembles a property tax. It consists of a base which is the current appraised value of the
resource; and a percentage rate. The charge is the product of the base times the rate. The rate is
high and common to all. The base varies from zero up to very high values for superior deposits.
The advantages of this leasing element are the following:
1.

It cures the major fault of a high bonus by shifting payments into the future.

2.

It cures the major fault of delay rentals by depending on ex post disclosures of

what the ground contains rather than ex ante estimates made in the dark.
3.

It cures the faults of a high royalty by not varying with production and by

allowing for cost differences automatically in the evaluation procedure. That is, high-cost
production carries a low AVC base. (In the extreme a marginal deposit has no value at all and
hence there is no ad valorem charge.) As a counterpart, AVC minimizes the leakage of rents
from low-cost resources out of the State treasury. They carry a high AVC base; and the common
rate is high.
4.

It cures the fault of profit sharing by allowing interest on the lessee's capital, again

automatically in the valuation process. The "automaticity" depends on the appraiser's having
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proper legislation to work with and upon the legislation's having competent appraisers to
implement it, so it is only automatic on the assumption of careful preparation and continued
vigilance. The present point is that an appraisal of the resource in situ is always made net of the
full costs of developing it and one of these costs is interest on the capital required for the
purpose.
5.

This lease element cures the fault of other rent-sharing techniques by having no

place for padding costs or gold plating. A lessee cannot reduce the assessed value of his property
by overdeveloping it. The major risk indeed is the reverse. He might inadvertently get it
increased that way, although this would constitute an error in administration rather than the
intent of the system.
The intent is that the appraiser would calculate that schedule of production which
maximizes discounted cash flow (DCF). He would value the deposit based on the assumption
that that schedule was followed and that only those costs were incurred which were necessary to
follow that schedule. Incurring additional costs would not lower the valuation, nor increase it
either.
There should be no difficulty about recognizing this concept and procedure because it is
what any buyer in the market place goes through when determining what to pay for bare land;
and it is what any appraiser goes through when estimating what a market price would be, based
on highest and best use.
6.

AVC cures the fault of noncompetitive leasing, which is to overstimulate

investment in exploration (which occurs whenever landlords fail to collect rent). A concern is
that it might overcure the problem, leaving us with inadequate exploration. This is considered
further on the negative side, and also in Section 11 on how to motivate exploration.
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Overinvestment in exploration is just as much padding and gold plating as any other kind
of overinvestment. It is insidious and seductive because it is invisible and hard to evaluate, and
because there is in the "cultural subconscious" a proexploratory bias. There is also a federal tax
bias for exploration to which the State need not add.
Nevertheless, one could go too far, and we must be careful to preserve enough motive to
explore. There are several possible ways of doing this. One would be to let the lessee recover his
postleasing costs of exploratory drilling before the ad valorem charge is imposed. Other options
are discussed in Section 11.
7.

Like options a. and b., this method of rent collection is progressive with respect to

rentability -- the State gets a high share per barrel from rich deposits and little or nothing from
marginal deposits. This option scores better on this count than the first two because of the
absence of padding and gold plating (which would dissipate rent from richer deposits).
8.

Because of advantage #7, this method permits the State to schedule the timing of

lease sales in an optimal way, and to get more money from bid-variable-bonuses. Compare it
with a high royalty rate. A high royalty rate means that at the time a deposit has risen to marginal
status (owing to increased prices or any other cause) it is still worth less than nothing to a lessee
after paying the royalty: yet it has a large positive value to the State, or would have if the State
could induce a lessee to produce it. This gives the State an interest in selling leases at a time
when lessees have little interest in buying them.
This in turn puts the State at a bargaining disadvantage at the time a lease is sold. When,
on the other hand, the State's share is based merely on the net value of the resource, the State has
an accurate criterion to follow in timing leases. Maximizing the DCF of the State is now socially
optimal. This point is discussed in more detail in Section D below.
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9.

Where the AVC element is large, and appraisals are kept current (as they must

be), the State assumes almost all the "passive" risks. Those are the risks imposed by price
changes, cost changes, and changes of market interest rates. When prices rise, valuations rise and
vice versa. This is appropriate since price basically affects the value of land which is the State's
contribution. This also removes a good deal of risk from the lessee. It accomplishes for the lessee
just what a perfect hedging market would accomplish.
As to interest rates, when market interest rates rise the capitalization or "cap rate" used in
valuation should rise, too. This lowers the valuation and reduces the tax. Mathematically, it
reduces the valuation exactly by that amount required to let the lessee continue to earn a market
rate of interest at the new market rate. The mathematics is shown in Appendix H.
This is quite an important feature whose importance might not be as immediately obvious
as the price hedging feature. It makes the investment less risky than investment in a government
bond with a fixed coupon. When market interest rates rise, the value of fixed coupon bonds falls
below par. Under the AVC system a rise in market interest rates does not reduce the valuation of
mineral deposits by nearly the same amount -- the State's claim falls, protecting the holder from
the same degree of price risk that he would experience with a government bond.
Both these features would be attractive to risk-averse investors. This probably would
increase the number of bidders for State lands.
10.

The valuations of reserves required to operate this system would constitute an

inventory of proven reserves, an inventory much more accurate than what is available today and
much more objective. This inventory information would be useful in planning community
facilities, transportation, and allied infrastructure. The sum total of information known might be
little greater than now, but it would all be of public record and centralized in one location and
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accessible to all State planning agencies as well as to private individuals, -local governments,
native corporations, and firms interested in exploration on comparable or adjacent lands. The
benefits of better planning extend outside the State into consuming states and federal regulatory
agencies which are concerned about supply adequacy when pipelines are authorized. This
national interest in improved inventory would justify Alaska's requesting financial support for its
program.
11.

AVC is free from the fault of a royalty, that there is no early commitment. There

is an immediate and growing commitment from the lessee to the lessor. This is accomplished
without imposing such a heavy front-end load as the bonus does, but without deferring state
revenues as much as front-end capital recovery would do. In this respect it is comparable to the
Alaska tax on mineral reserves.
This time pattern may approach optimality in terms of the credit needs of all the parties
involved, beginning from the assumption that it is desirable to encourage smaller firms as well as
to prevent speculation and to protect State revenues. When we look at borrowing rates and credit,
ratings we note that small firms can borrow for short periods of time at a small disadvantage
compared with large firms. The greater disadvantage of small firms in capital markets is longterm borrowing. The present proposal calls for some short-term advance of capital by the lessee,
but not very much in comparison with a high bonus payment.
A pure bonus bid would be derived by discounting future expectations over the next 30 or
40 years, including future gas production which may be way down the line. This means that the
same 30 or 40 years will in general be required to recoup the investment. The unrecovered
investment must be financed over that whole period. Access to long-term money is what gives
larger multinational conglomerated firms their special edge in financial matters. The present
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proposal cuts deeply into the prospects of future gain from leases and thereby minimizes the
need for long-term financing to purchase leases initially.
12.

A minor and uncertain potential advantage is that under price regulation by FEA

and FPC, with their "cost plus" philosophy, an AVC might be construed as a current operating
cost and rolled into the price, in contrast to historical bonuses which might be ignored.
13.

AVC moves into one of the largest loopholes in federal tax law, the exemption of

unrealized capital gains. After discovery, and before production, there is a large increase in the
wealth of the lessee. The increase is bankable and bondable and therefore realizable in cash, but
not taxable. AVC, like the Alaska reserves tax, taps this unpreempted source of revenue.
By taking early cash from lessees this might seem to hurt the leaner firms, but not so:
they are not asked for cash until they have a bankable asset to raise cash on. At this point they
are on the way from lean to fat.
On the negative side are the following drawbacks:
1.

AVC is not in common use. We would start near the bottom of a learning curve

when introducing a new system. In addition, there must be a lingering suspicion that there could
be some reason why it is not in common use.
Tempering this, however, the components of the system are in common use and are
acceptable business practices. In 1973 five of eight majors operating in Alberta voluntarily chose
an AVC in preference to increased royalties. (Alberta did not follow through.) The concept of a
variable payment based on an index determined by fallible human beings is not uncommon. The
variable rate mortgage has been successfully introduced. Another acceptable practice is setting
farm rents in midwestern counties by "county average yields." This allows for the effect of
weather fluctuations. Property taxation everywhere, of course, depends on assessed variations.
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Almost every investment everywhere in real estate is made subject to this hazard. While
valuations vary in quality and complaining is constant, the system has lasted for 2,000 or 3,000
years and undoubtedly will continue. Mr. Paschall has explained how the system works in
California and has emphasized that successful appraisal does not presuppose a 100 percent
accurate estimate of ultimate reserves. Professor Adelman says "The development of known oil
pools can be calculated with tolerable accuracy even on the basis of incomplete data" (Adelman,
1969:26), and in his research has demonstrated how one can draw inferences from limited data.
Oil companies buy and sell their reserves, and also each other, based on appraisal. A
frequent practice is to hire two recognized appraisers and agree in advance to accept the average
of-their two appraisals. In a recent case this resulted in a price increment of $6 million.3 Loans
and credit ratings are based on appraisals of property value and many outstanding contracts
involve payments which are indexed or tied to the consumer price index or other price index.
The question is whether firms would have confidence that an objective assessment would
be made by a State employee, and not whether such an objective assessment is possible or
acceptable. It is up to the State, therefore, to set up procedures assuring objectivity. Judicial
review is one of these and it might be desirable to create a court specializing in this kind of case,
to be sure the judge understood the issues. This is the practice in Australian property taxation and
is reported to work better than the use of general courts
2.

AVC is a tax on successful exploration to the extent that exploration identifies the

reserve whose value is the tax base. Large private landholders in the lower 48 have sometimes
deferred exploration in order to avoid property taxation, at least by their own account. This fault
is not peculiar to AVC: any system of tapping revenues from proven reserves is also a tax on

3

The purchase of McAlester Fuel Co. by Alaska Interstate Co. for $45.8 million instead of $39.4 million originally
announced (Wall Street Journal, January 6, 1977).
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exploration. The problem is worse with AVC, however, by virtue of its greater efficiency in
identifying and capturing the rent of proven reserves. Other systems, by their very inefficiency
and inaccuracy, allow a considerable leakage of mineral rent out of the State treasury, which in
turn serves as an incentive for more exploration.
Preleasing exploration is not the problem, so long as there is a lease sale with a bid
variable. The lease sale would provide the same opportunity as it does now for firms to limit the
size of their bids in light of the need to earn a rate of return high enough to recoup investment in
preleasing exploration. The problem centers about post leasing exploratory drilling.
To keep this problem in perspective, this problem concerns one-tenth of all costs. The
Joint Association Survey reported the following breakdown of expenditures from its respondents
in 1974. These respondents were estimated to comprise about 76 percent of the revenues of the
industry in the United States (Joint Association Survey, 1976).
Billions of $

%

Exploratory wells

1.6

11

Acquiring undeveloped acreage

5.7

38

Geological and geophysical

0.6

4

Development wells

2.7

18

Lease equipment

0.8

5

Production expenditures and overhead

3.5

23

14.9

994

TOTAL

Ad valorem taxes, that is property taxes resembling in their impact our AVC, were
included among production expenses and overhead and were equal to $0.4 billion or almost two4

Differences due to rounding.
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thirds as much as was spent on preleasing exploration. Spending on exploratory wells is a
substantial but not an overwhelming part of the total, being substantially less than the costs of
development and production: While there is a problem to be solved yet, it is not as great a
problem as it would be if exploratory drilling were a larger share of total costs.
A partial solution to the problem of motivating exploration adequately is simply to adopt
a lower percentage rate for the charge.
Another mitigating factor is that deposits which are expensive to produce, and which
therefore carry a low ad valorem base for the AVC, are on the whole the same ones that are
expensive to find by virtue of being small, deep, remote and so on. AVC therefore does not •
take a large bite out of the value of deposits that are expensive to discover but mainly out of
those that are cheap to discover. In this respect it is less discouraging to exploration than would
be a royalty which raised the same total revenue.
This problem is further explored in Section 11. In general there is a choice to be made
between leaving some rent as bait for explorers or paying for exploration by direct contract
before leases are signed.
3.

As with other rent-collecting devices, the AVC rate is going to be high; so all

judgments and decisions are more critical. In order to work properly the system must be more
fine-tuned than a royalty for example. It is something like licensing surgeons to operate instead
of giving aspirin. More careful training and control are called for, and personnel capable of more
discriminating judgments. I would not overstate this point, because the judgments called for are
primarily of one kind -- valuation -- and are subject to review according to preannounced
objective criteria. Nor are they regulatory kinds of judgments which involve ordering lessees to
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do or not to do specific acts. They are nonetheless judgments and the consequences of error may
be severe, and this must be reckoned as a fault of this lease element.
Another disadvantage of high rates is the ease with which they may be misinterpreted. A
high rate on a small base raises no more money than a low rate on a large base, but more easily
evokes images of confiscation. This problem may be ameliorated by using a capitalization rate
rather lower than the 18 percent currently in use in the Alaska reserves tax. Eight percent, a
market rate of interest, seems more reasonable today. Inflated capitalization rates are the same as
underassessment of the base. As indicated, the State is assuming a large share of the risk under
this system so that a low, riskless capitalization rate is appropriate.
4.

The first few annual payments are preproduction. As compared with some other

systems, therefore, this one has a larger front-end load. This issue is discussed under advantage
#13.
8. Regulating field operations
In issuing a lease, the State reserves the right to regulate field operations in the interest of
preventing waste. This primarily involves control over rate of flow, unitization and spacing.
a. Rate of flow
Where many independently owned tracts overlie a common communicating pool,
everyone recognizes that some regulation of flow is needed. This is true even where production
is not rate-sensitive, in order to obviate the excess costs of hyperaccelerated withdrawals. Even
where physical waste is caused by rapid recovery, it may be the lesser economic waste: capital
sunk in excess capacity may be the greater one. The most frequently heard rationale, however, is
to prevent physical waste, because of the traditional overemphasis on physical waste. Whichever
we emphasize, all hands can agree that some control is needed over rate of flow. This may be
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accomplished through total unitization, or through prorating allowable flows to individual wells
and parcels based on an overall reservoir plan.
It would be most desirable to stipulate that the objective of such a plan, by whatever
means administered, be to maximize discounted cash flow (DCF) rather than ultimate recovery.
The latter is no criterion at all for reservoirs which are not "rate sensitive," and it is the wrong
criterion for those that are.
In Appendix I we present discounted cash flow values derived from different production
schedules for the reservoir at Prudhoe Bay as presented in the Van Poollen report. It is clear that
the fastest option which they presented is the one that maximizes the gross DCF without
deducting costs. Information on costs is not given in the report. In Appendix I, however, we
show what to do with such cost information when it is available. Shifting from the 1.2 MBD
schedule to the 1.8 MBD schedule increases gross DCF by $5.6 billion when a 10 percent
discount rate is used. All we need to do now is match this gain against the cost of additional
wells required to achieve it. The number of wells and the cost per well are figures that
knowledgeable people could supply readily. It is quite likely that they would be less than the
gain in DCF, and therefore be justified (in the absence of major considerations not listed here).
Even as we complete this Report, the operators are announcing their intent to increase capacity in
daily flow towards the upper figure.
Appendix I indicates that optimal flow is not very sensitive to the rate of interest. The
gain in gross DCF from speeding up flow is calculated over a wide range of interest rates and is
not much affected. To the extent it is affected, the effect is the opposite from what one normally
expects in other kinds of investments: at a higher rate of interest more investment in drilling
wells is justified rather than less. Most long-term investments, of course, look worse at higher
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rates of interest. Investment in recovering minerals looks better, because we shift cash flow
towards the present.
It might be thought that anticipated rising prices of petroleum products would reduce the
optimal rate of flow. So they do but not by very much. The effect of well-head prices rising at 5
percent per year is the same as the effect of lowering the discount rate from 15 percent to 10
percent and Appendix I shows that this effect is not very great.
We must distinguish sharply, however, between anticipated rising prices and absolute
high prices at a fixed level. While anticipated future increases tend slightly to reduce optimal
flow, high prices today and continuing into the future (but not rising) increase the payoff from
investment in additional wells and argue strongly in favor of speedier production. The existence
of today's elevated price level, therefore, calls most urgently for review of traditional flow
regulation based on MER or maximizing ultimate recovery. In the DCF analysis a slight loss of
ultimate recovery is a minimal consideration. Even a substantial loss of ultimate recovery may be
small relative to the interest costs of holding unproduced reserves longer than necessary.
Tradition has elevated the minimal factor to a maximal and almost the sole criterion of rate
determination.
Interest on assets which one owns is an "invisible" cost and all too easily relegated to the
limbo of irrelevant, abstruse, philosophical speculation by those who don't actually have to pay
it. Proper economy of valuable natural resources would be achieved if we regarded the managers
as being saddled with a mortgage equal to the value of the resource, on which interest is due
regularly, thus converting the invisible cost into a tangible, painful cash outflow.
A lessee, left to his own devices, will in his own interest act so as to maximize DCF. If
the State prohibits this in advance of lease sale, it makes the lease that much less attractive. The
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cost of this kind of regulation is thus borne by the State in lower bids. If the State imposes an
uneconomical concept of regulating flow it has little gain to show for its cost. By the same
reasoning, future leases can be sold at considerably advanced values if they are free from flow
regulation based on the concept of MER.
Should the State decide to abandon MER, this also opens the possibility of renegotiating
old leases. The State can calculate the present value to the lessee of being allowed to produce
faster and offer to sell him that right for that price.
b. Unitization
Unitization may be partial or complete and it may be under the control of the operators
exclusively or it may involve extensive State participation and surveillance.
There are advantages in keeping unitization partial. It is always tempting to view the
potential gains from total rationalization of a large works project, consisting of many parts, but
there is also the danger of losing individual initiative, enterprise and familiarity with the local
scene; and there is the danger of doing too much at once. Not all producers are ready to move
simultaneously, as we see today at Prudhoe Bay.
A two-tier approach is recommended, analogous to that used in irrigation areas for
administration of aquifers overlain by many competing landowners, each with his own water
pump. Landowners join in forming a water conservation district which is given the task of
aquifer management, and certain powers over withdrawals by individuals. Water conservation
districts generally have inadequate powers, but an analogous petroleum conservation district in
Alaska, beginning de novo, need not suffer such limitations. The State might initiate such a
district for each communicating pool and make membership compulsory among its lessees.
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The argument for this two-tier approach is weaker with petroleum management than it is
with aquifer management inasmuch as we cannot visualize a water agency taking over the
minutiae of operating every farm, where the water input is relatively much less important than
petroleum to an oil firm. Even so, the Joint Association Survey data cited earlier indicate that
development and production costs in field management outweigh exploratory well drilling costs
by a substantial amount, and it might be letting the tail wag the dog to let unitization become
total. Partial unitization could involve trade-offs and adjustments among separate lessees. Where
wells need to be divided unevenly among tracts, cash payments could be made to compensate the
losers from the gains of the winners. The same can be done when one producer is ready to go and
another wants to wait. Whether this is a feasible and superior arrangement in the circumstances
would call for extended study, so in this Report we advance the suggestion without endorsing it.
It is desirable as a general principle to minimize the intervention of State officials in
decisions which might be left to operators in the field who have a proprietary economic interest
in the outcome. The arguments for this are numerous and traditional and need not be repeated
here. A great advantage of abandoning the MER criterion and substituting the DCF criterion is
that it eliminates the conflict of goals between the State and the lessees concerning flow
regulation, thus making it possible to delegate fuller authority to the lessee operators themselves
and minimize State intervention. The presumption today is that the State needs to prevent the
operators doing something which is advantageous to them but somehow disadvantageous to the
State. Things go better when we can presume that the operators are serving the public interest by
attending to their private interests.
The State cannot impose unitization unilaterally where oil- bearing structures straddle the
border with federal lands, to say nothing of subjecting federal structures to regulation by State
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officials. On the other hand, if communicating pools were subject to regulation by an
organization of the operators, using a two-tier system like that suggested, it should make it easier
to achieve successful unified management in the field. The delegation of operating control and
planning to local organizations should obviate the question of which central agency is in charge.
Much of the above presupposes that the State accept DCF in preference to MER as the
criterion for regulating flow. Let us therefore recap how we justify spending more money to
speed up flow even when that will result in physical waste. Can we accept real physical waste
merely for the purpose of saving something as vulgar as money, in a form as profane as interest,
and as imaginary as interest foregone on investments which we might have made?
Say it costs $100 to discover $50 worth of oil in the ground. The world is telling us
something by the way it prices petroleum, as well as the resources required to develop it. It is
telling us that the resources which we sacrifice to gain the petroleum are worth more than the
petroleum. This is clear enough when the resource cost is materialistic in the form of steel and
when it is personal in the form of labor. It is harder for some people to accept when the cost is
entirely financial in the form of interest payments on a mortgage; but interest too is a real social
cost.
Interest is the cost of getting your hands on wealth today which you do not own, in order
to build something today which will yield you a much greater return in the future. Thus, if you
put $100,000 into a building to be rented, you will get your $100,000 back in less than ten years,
normally, in voluntary payments made by renters. After that everything is a surplus above the
cost of production. Over a life of 50 years the unit will probably yield five or six times its initial
cost in net cash flow to the owner. Thus, having wealth at your disposal today instead of years
down the line is very productive, which is why interest is paid. The rate of interest is the rate of
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exchange between wealth this year and wealth next year. It is determined in the same kinds of
markets that determine conversion factors between apples and oranges.
Economists and businessmen are saying we are in greater danger of running out of capital
to develop resources, than we are out of resources in the ground themselves. There is nothing
vulgar or profane, therefore, about economizing on capital in a resource-short world. Nor is there
anything sacred about economizing on physical resources when the cost is wasting capital.
Let us consider the feeling sometimes expressed that there would be something prodigal
about producing rapidly from proven reserves at Prudhoe Bay. A purpose of faster production at
Prudhoe Bay would be to fill the pipeline and thus delay the need for new lease sales. The
pressure will be on, obviously, to increase production from some source until the pipeline is full.
By producing slower at Prudhoe, we would not reduce the withdrawal of petroleum from Alaska;
we would rather cause some to be withdrawn from other areas instead. Speeding the flow from
Prudhoe means getting the same flow from fewer acres and from a lesser investment in
exploration, drilling and equipping wells, and equipping leases.
This is not to argue against advance planning to keep the pipeline full. It is, rather, a
matter of planning to do so at the least cost. Doing anything at the least cost involves a small risk
of not accomplishing the goal, but that is acceptable. Keeping the pipeline full is not an absolute.
It is a desirable thing, if at a reasonable cost. What is required is a careful cost-benefit analysis of
the whole picture. It would be a mistake to let leasing policy be dominated by any absolute
commitment to keep the pipeline full regardless of cost. When we look at the chaos at the
marketing end of the pipeline it would be ludicrous to demand absolute certainty at the
production end at the expense of the people of Alaska.
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c. Well spacing
This is largely the same issue as rate of flow. Higher flow rates require more wells, more
closely spaced. It is not very fitting that the State of Alaska should impose wide spacing
requirements on its lessees. This may be a throwback to another situation in another state where
surface subdivision caused excessive well density; which had to be countered by public
regulation. In Alaska the State is the landlord collecting royalties. The interest of such a landlord
is to maximize the capital invested by the lessee. The royalty reduces the operator's incentive to
apply capital, and this needs to be countervailed.
Closer spacing in addition to increasing rates of flow may also have some effect in
increasing ultimate recovery. In fractured reservoirs with noncommunicating pools, this is
obviously true. In other reservoirs it may be true. Little is published on this. It may be desirable
for the State to commission a study on this subject: what is the optimal well spacing, well
diameter, and rate of flow to be adopted, assuming that the goal is to maximize discounted cash
flow net of costs? Most past analysis is not on target because it is premised on the goals of
minimizing physical waste, and prorating excess capacity to market demand. Alaska, 1977, is no
time and place to be invoking "standards" and going by the book when the standards and the
books were developed for other conditions in other places and times.
It sometimes happens that regulators, operating under what appear on the surface to be
counterproductive criteria, modify them in practice and make regulation work out better. We
have not reviewed actual procedures, and limit these comments to the criteria which appear to be
followed as guidelines, whether by legislative mandate or professional tradition. No criticism is
intended or implied of any individual or group.
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9. Acreage reservation (checkerboarding)
The Alberta system of crown reservations has attracted considerable attention. Professor
Andrew R. Thompson of the University of British Columbia Faculty of Law has been an
exponent, although his enthusiasm is reported to be waning. Alberta, too, is modifying and
backing away from the system. The concept as explained by Professor Thompson is for, "…free
entry on unproven lands under an exploratory reservation or permit which carries the right to
lease, but requires that at least half the acreage, or some other fraction, be relinquished to the
State on a checkerboard or corridor pattern after the lapse of a sufficient period of time for
completing exploratory work and evaluation. Thus, it is the oil company that…must decide when
and what to lease…" (Thompson 1969:86-87). An attractive feature of this system is, as
Thompson points out, that it relieves State officers of a "tremendous burden of decision."
On the negative side, this may also relieve the State of a large quantity of oil since the
State (or the Alberta crown) gets the leftovers after the lessee has picked the eyes out of the land.
It does seem advantageous for the Commissioner of Natural Resources, in his discretion,
to lease out some areas for exploratory drilling while holding back adjacent and interstitial tracts
for later drainage sales to benefit from the spillover of exploration on the leased tracts. This is
discussed further in Section D on the timing of lease sales.
It does not seem advantageous to let the lessee have the choice of lands to select. This is
another 'blunt instrument" whose results may be capricious and arbitrary. Since finer instruments
are available, we do not pursue this further at this time. Authorities who have studied this subject
in some depth are Professor Michael Crommelin, Faculty of Law, University of Melbourne,
Australia; Professor Andrew R. Thompson; Dr. Campbell Watkins, Petroleum Consultant in
Calgary; and Professor Anthony Scott, Faculty of Economics, University of British Columbia.
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For a fuller description of the Alberta system we are submitting along with this Report a copy of
Crommelin, Scott, and Peter Pearse, "Management of Oil and Gas Resources in Alberta: An
Economic Evaluation of Public Policy."
10. Sale of undivided interests
It has been proposed that communicating pools or even larger units should be sold as
such, rather than as volumes of the earth's crust underneath tracts of land measured on the flat.
There are certain advantages:
a.

The "transactions costs" of negotiating among the several surface owners would

be obviated. Unitization is inherent and automatic.
b.

Small firms could take a small interest. The scheme allows for ownership to be

divided into many units, let's say 100. Each bidder would indicate a price and also the number of
units he wished to acquire at that price. These would then be ranked in order of price until they
added up to 100 percent. The winning bidders would then automatically become an operating
consortium.
c.

There is a dramatic reduction in risk, since offsetting risks are pooled. There is

much less need for preleasing survey, therefore. The structure itself can be confirmed before
there is great concern about just where upon it to take a position.
On the negative side, here are some considerations:
a.

Entire structures or geologic features would have to be marketed at one stroke.

The possibility of the State's withholding acreage for later drainage sale at high price is
precluded.
b.

The degree of centralized administration may be unnecessary, and the loss of

autonomous action by the smaller individual firms undesirable. The controlling operator
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presumably would be the largest owner of shares and production would be presumably regulated
more for his benefit than that of others. Smaller firms would tend to lose some freedom of action.
There are alternative unitization methods available which do not impinge on freedom of action to
the same degree (see Section 8 above).
c.

Professor Rooney's analysis of the Long Beach case sheds some .light on

problems inherent in undivided interests. The dominant interest there evidently gains
considerably by integrating the Long Beach production into its vertically integrated operation. If
the smaller interests represented other firms their interests would tend to be neglected.
On the whole this represents an interesting possibility for solving one of the many
problems of petroleum leasing, but it is neither broad enough nor promising enough to warrant
further discussion in this Report of limited scope.
11. Handling information: generation, control and disclosure
Preleasing investment in geological and geophysical investigation accounted for 4
percent of the expenditures recorded by the firms in the Joint Association Survey (JAS Survey,
1976). For a fairer picture of the importance of these expenses we should multiply by three or so,
to account for the time difference. These expenditures take place many years before the others do
and before their results show up on the positive side of the income statement. Remember that
money doubles every seven years at 10 percent. Then we should multiply by another factor
because preleasing work is bigger in Alaska than the lower 48.
The industry pays these costs on the first round but the State inevitably bears them in the
form of lower bids. Alternative methods of financing preleasing exploration have therefore been
suggested. We will consider the existing system and a couple of alternatives.
a. The present system: open access to State unleased lands; timing of leasing dependent on
industry initiative through the nomination system
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Some advantages are the following:
1.

It is hard for the State to play the sleeping landlord. Enterprising private

businessmen are free to call the attention of State officials to economic opportunities.
2.

Judgmental decisions are in the hands of highly motivated private firms. Several

of them are in competition so that many concepts are applied to the same land by people who are
rewarded by being creative.
3.

The State does not have to bear the cost of conducting its own survey.

4.

The system is time-honored and familiar and acceptable to the industry.

On the minus side:
1.

Preleasing investment is another front-end filter like a high bonus. It is a tighter

screen as well for the leaner firms, at least per dollar involved, because of the long waiting
period between investment and recovery and the uncertainty of recovery. A firm possessing no
real estate but only intangible wealth in the form of information is not very creditworthy,
especially for long-term loans, so that this activity is nearly unfinanceable and requires equity
capital. The advantage then is to firms with accumulated wealth.
2.

Preleasing exploration adds no value to any real asset owned by the firm and

therefore has to find its reward in the firms' acquiring State lands at a low value. An extreme
case, of course, is the 1965 sale of 90 percent of the oil in the Prudhoe Bay field for $6 million.
Application by the State of a low "discovery royalty" rate to early finds aggravates this situation.
The State gets a lot of wildcat acreage surveyed in this manner, but there is no guarantee that the
cost to the State is less than the benefit. It is more likely to be the other way around. And the
State does not get the information. (Nomination does not convey much information, because
overnomination is the standard operating procedure.)
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3.

A counterpart to point #2 is that the firm with a large investment in preleasing

exploration may neglect intensive infilling and development of acquired leases, and instead buy
more, leases. This is implied by the common allegation that many firms do not look at
investments that yield less than 20 percent, even though they can borrow at 7.5 or 8 percent. The
excess of 20 percent over 8 percent presumably reflects, among other things, some allowance to
cover the overhead of preleasing exploration. But if a firm spurns investment opportunities on
leases which yield less than 20 percent, it will not apply adequate capital to develop them. This
would lead to a pattern of decentralization of development in the State.
4.

Duplication and prematurity. Since access is open, the competitive edge in

exploration comes only in part from doing the job better. In large part it comes from doing it
sooner. The result is "soonerism," somewhat akin to behavior in the Oklahoma land rush when
the race went to the swift. In addition, there is a certain amount of costly duplication, some of
which may be justified and some of which has been prevented by cooperative line-shooting, but
not all of which has been or could be eliminated.
Even where the lines are shot jointly, costly interpretations are duplicated many times
without there being any occasion to ask if the first exploratory well might not be a cheaper
alternative. By the time many firms are interested in duplicating the same interpretation it is most
likely that the existence of a structure is well known and the purpose of incurring this expense is
primarily acquisitive and redistributive rather than productive: that is, it is a matter of jockeying
for competitive advantage over other firms wishing to acquire the same resource rather than a
matter of increasing the resource.
5.

Each firm's information is held tightly secret. Secrecy is almost always

counterproductive and expensive to maintain. Secrecy prevents any positive spillover value from
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information in advance of disclosure. State planning agencies cannot use it and environmentalists
cannot use it. Peg Tileston, spokesperson for Alaska Center for the Environment, advises me that
industry secrecy about future plans for activities with large environmental impacts ranks at the
top of environmentalists' concerns and that full disclosure would go far towards abating many of
these concerns. Tina Stonorov, Executive Secretary, Alaska Conservation Society, writes
"Thorough public discussion of lease proposals…should precede every such decision…If an area
is so poorly known that…guidelines can't be written, lease sales are obviously premature"
(Stonorov, 1976). These concerns are much aggravated by the fact that overnomination is routine
on the part of many firms seeking to hide their real intentions.
6.

The system is vertically integrated. The firms that explore and nominate a tract

early have every advantage in bidding for it at the time, more or less of their choosing, when they
nominate it and push for it to be auctioned. There are, to be sure, some firms which specialize in
preleasing exploration and acquisition and then try to sell their acquisitions to production and
marketing firms. Such sales are, however, subject to taxation at that time, which the vertically
integrated firm is spared.
7.

Larger deposits are generally easier to find than smaller ones. This system draws

most exploratory effort into the search for big ones where it is least needed and away from the
smaller ones. An elephant in the bush looks much better than several birds in the hand. This
reinforces the propensity towards decentralization.
8.

Preleasing exploration does not necessarily or even generally increase the value of

State lands. It may reduce the value if the absence of petroleum is confirmed. This information is
of value to potential buyers but not to the State and the State need not feel obligated to pay for it.
9.

State officials, to recoup losses, may turn around and knowingly sell bad acreage
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for high prices as in 1969. It should, I believe, be considered beneath the dignity of a sovereign
state, equipped with the powers and immunities of sovereignty, to withhold information that
would prevent a businessman from damaging himself by bidding high for defective real estate.
The sovereign should be above this game, not part of it.
10.

Independent exploratory firms which acquire leases for sale to majors may be

exploited by the latter's superior bargaining power.
Because of these several criticisms, alternatives have been suggested which we now
consider:
b. Exploration by contract
The State may employ firms specializing in exploration to perform geological and
geophysical investigations on the understanding that the results would be made public. Contracts
might be drawn in a variety of ways with or without substantial bonus incentives, based on
results of investigations. Professor Rooney suggests one method (Appendix G). The State would
also do its best to secure greater cooperation from the U.S. Geological Survey, NOAA, and the
Department of Interior in order to use information derived from federal lands to learn more about
adjacent State lands. Cooperation with native corporations would also be desirable. The
advantages would be the following:
1.

Preleasing investigations would be unitized, obviating the cost of duplication. The

State would recoup its investment in the form of higher bids and it should recoup more than its
investment because the bidding firms need not cover the overhead of their duplicative preleasing
investments. Entry would be open to many more bidders, resulting in keener competition as well.
Once information has been gathered it costs little to disseminate it. It is a "public good"
(a good which, once created, may be provided to any number of people at little extra cost). It
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probably costs less to publish data than to keep it secret. Some analogous cases where
government publicizes valuable information are: weather reporting, earthquake fault-mapping
and prediction; navigation aids; road maps; public land survey; the Torrens system of land title
registration used in Canada and Australia; farm market reports; farm extension services; public
health information; and public education.
2.

The State may control timing of lease sales better, reducing industry initiatives

with demands for premature nomination. In order to time lease sales in an economic way, State
officials need have some basis for predicting expected sale proceeds and this procedure supplies
them some of that information. The State at the time of sale can set its own reservation price as
well.
3.

Contracting explorers would come from the same geo-data industry that presently

exists in firms now doing contract work for the industry.
4.

The State's exploratory function would not be preclusive. Any firm that can do the

job better still has the option of doing so. Thus, while it may be true that the Postal Service is
unenterprising, this criticism should be directed against the Post Office and not against the
present proposal, which does not contain any prohibition on competition.
5.

There is no built-in propensity towards underpricing or overpricing leases, as with

the present system. All parties on the buying and selling sides have available all the information
that there is.
6.

A substantial barrier to entry would be eliminated. Many more firms could bid on

any given lease. The State itself would also become an effective "bidder" in the sense that it
could set an effective reservation price. Leaner firms have a greater need for foreknowledge and
a lesser ability to finance it.
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7.

The State would assume the riskiest element in the petroleum business, a risk it is

able to bear because of its diversification, and a risk which it should bear because the risk is
inherent in the land which the State owns.
8.

Contracting exploratory firms will be motivated by a desire to enhance their

reputations and get future contracts. In addition, various bonus and incentive systems may be
adopted which reward them with percentages of what they find.
9.

The problem of secrecy is dispelled. Planners and environmentalists can know as

much as anyone about what is planned and what is going on.
On the minus side, here are some weak points:
1.

Firms in the geo-data industry are not used to allowing disclosure.

2.

Incentives are less acute than when the firm is gambling its own money. In the

extreme, we might visualize a group of long-haired geology professors out practicing art for art's
sake, mindless of any payoff.
We might alleviate this problem by spelling out objectives clearly, keeping contracts
short, and shifting away from poor performers. We could give performance bonuses based on
findings, even though we know this is a function of what there is to find as well as the skill of the
finder. At least we would not be giving it all away in order to get it found.
We could allow two or more contracting firms to explore the same ground, provided we
had some rational reason based on evidence to think that might be worth the extra cost (as
opposed to the present system of letting all comers in regardless of any evidence of productivity)
and the door is always open to others if the government is botching the work. Experience would
soon show if officials were capable of being productive. Competition and exposure would stir
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them up, too -pride of performance is an important element in competition, regardless of
remuneration. Most workers in competitive industry also work on fixed salaries.
A variation of the contract system is the Alberta practice. The province contracts with
private firms to put up 30 percent of their costs in return for which it gets their information after
a lapse of one year. The Province can, but normally does not, publish the information before a
sale of the land in question. Canadians are great compromisers and this system appears to
compromise between two or three different principles. The results, we may surmise, will be
equally mixed.
Another variation is the incentive-bonus contract. Instead of paying the exploring firm a
fixed fee or a cost-plus fee, we may reward it with a percentage (or other function) of the value
of its findings. This is similar to the contract system except with greater performance bonuses
built into the contract, and lesser cost-plus payments.
Either method has the advantage that the State breaks into a joint in the vertically
integrated industry and creates a market at that joint. In this case it is a market for the "products"
of exploration firms. It gets the job done cheaper and without giving away its right to dispose of
the resource once its outlines have been discovered.
Incentive-bonus has the advantage of keying motivation more to results. It has the
disadvantage that the value added by exploration depends on luck. No matter how skillfully you
search and how hard you work you cannot find what isn't there; while a fool may stumble on an
elephant in the dark. A good job of exploring barren land will reduce its value by confirming its
barrenness. It is hard to find a system for rewarding the effort of exploration on small tracts on
an incentive basis.
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There is a federal tax problem, too. Cash rewards paid out become ordinary taxable
income in contrast to capital gains, only 50 percent of which would be taxable, and in even
greater contrast to unrealized capital gains enjoyed by vertically integrated corporations which
are not taxable at all. The weight of bias in the federal tax system would work against this
proposal. Simple contract exploration doesn't share this fault in the same degree, since the capital
gains would be realized by the State which is not taxable. While we should in general be chary of
exploiting the State's nontaxability, in this case it seems justified in order to offset the special tax
privilege accorded to private firms which are vertically integrated.
Another approach which becomes feasible in the event that we announce our intention to
recapture the lion's share of any findings (by any of the various methods described in earlier
sections) is to abandon the distinction between preleasing and postleasing exploration. We could
divide State lands into large tracts and lease them as wildcat acreage. In order to be sure that
lessees were highly motivated we would subject them to a delay rental which rose annually at an
increasing rate or a constant percentage rate of about 10 percent per year. This would assure that
no one took out any such lease without exploring diligently.
Instead of the delay rental we might use the shrinking concession as Iran does. Iran
progressively takes back a percentage of concession acreage after five, ten, and finally, twelve
years, charging $3.00 per acre year in the meantime.
Another variation on this plan would be modeled on the proposal frequently made and
sometimes implemented to base property tax assessments on self-assessment by the landowner.
In this case the leaseholder would set his own delay rental, which would be considered an Ad
valorem Charge at a specified percentage of a base value. To prevent his setting a low base
value, the lease would contain a reservation stipulating that the State might repossess it for the
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base value declared by the lessee. Another reservation would open the area to exploration by
others who might acquire the lease from the sitting leaseholder by paying him his declared value
plus 15 percent. The idea is to allow a reasonable security to the leaseholder but to keep
everyone on his toes and avoid exploiting the State by underpayment.
There is little doubt that such a system could be made to work, even though it is novel
and would require much explanation and discussion. Among its prominent advocates are
Professor Arnold Harberger, University of Chicago, and Professor Daniel Holland, editor of the
National Tax Journal. At this point we merely pose this as a beguiling alternative without
lengthy discussion.
c. Postleasing incentives
All systems that take a bite of mineral rents based on ex post .disclosures have some
tendency to discourage postleasing exploration, primarily exploratory drilling. This is no
problem with the bonus system or with delay rentals. A high royalty rate still leaves an incentive
to explore for large, rich deposits which still will yield a surplus but biases exploration away
from possums in favor of elephants. Profit- sharing and rent-sharing schemes allow the deduction
of exploratory outlays, solving the problem but creating another problem of padding.
The Ad valorem Charge, in most ways ideal, may leave inadequate incentive for
exploratory drilling. We can now see several solutions to this problem. One is to allow a
deduction for drilling costs, guarding as best we can against padding of costs. Second is the use
of high and rising delay rentals. The level of such rentals might be the bid variable. This has the
advantage over the first method of raising money instead of giving it away. Third is a time limit
on leases. Fourth might be a reservation by the State, in its capacity as assessor, of the right to
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enter the leasehold to investigate sections not being actively produced. It could also reserve a
right to repossess them for the purpose of resale to others.
12. Sale of fixed volume
The State might contract with lessees to sell them a specified volume of oil, subject to the
lessee's finding it at the lessee's expense. After the lessee had withdrawn the specified quantity,
the lease would terminate and possession revert to the State for future resale, along with capital
invested by the lessee. All-information generated by the lessee would belong to the State.
The purpose is to get the State's land explored at a reasonable cost without having to give
away or sell below value those few extraordinarily valuable deposits.
The effect of the proposal would be similar to paying explorers a fixed finder's fee for
any commercial deposit, regardless of its size. It has the advantage that there need be no dispute
over whether a deposit is "commercial" or not. The lessee would search until he found one that
he himself considered commercial.
The proposal seems potentially workable. It is, however, novel and untried and, insofar as
we are aware, undiscussed. It contains several possible pitfalls to guard against, all of which
would require further analysis. We omit further discussion here, leaving this for future study if
there is interest.
13. State intervention
The State cannot achieve its goal of business-like management without knowing a great
deal about the nuts and bolts of the industry with which it is dealing.
On the price side, almost all leasing schemes presuppose accurate knowledge about price.
Internal transfer prices of vertically integrated corporations can rarely be taken at face value. In
addition to the obvious kinds of fiddling which are possible and frequently discussed, there is the
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question of volume discounts. There may be a spot market for petroleum at a considerably higher
level than the price for firm wholesale supplies. There may be independent refineries that would
pay a higher price than the major firms' internal transfer price. What, then, shall we consider the
prevailing price?
In a perfectly competitive industry we would find a central market somewhere in which
we could have some confidence. In an industry dominated by vertically integrated firms, where
oil is frequently swapped for oil rather than for money, where certain markets are dominated by a
small number of refineries and marketing networks, these questions assume great importance.
The question of marketing is beyond our scope, but it seems obvious that the State would benefit
by moving aggressively and definitively in this area to preclude its being exploited by
underpricing. A very productive use of royalty oil might be to supply a state marketing agency to
"test the waters" and find out what price might be fetched by independent oil offered outside of
regular marketing channels.
The possibility should not be overlooked, particularly with natural gas, of dealing directly
with governments of the consuming states. These governments, after all, regulate the distribution
of gas within their boundaries. California has taken some halting steps in the direction of looking
into securing its own supplies of gas reserves.
Here, however, arises another hazard. Consuming states would like nothing better than to
capture oil and gas reserves in Alaska, subject to mandatory delivery at regulated low prices. A
paramount consideration in leasing policy should always be to blunt the impact of regulation by
the FPC and the FEA, agencies whose policies seem calculated to effect a large transfer of
wealth from producers to consumers. There need be no sense of guilt about this. California has
no more claim on the resources of Alaska than Alaska has on the resources of California; and if
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California did have such a claim, underpricing gas and oil would be a most inefficient way to
assert it. We are not suggesting that Alaska exploit consumers in a monopolistic way; we are,
rather, suggesting that Alaska avoid being exploited by consumers in a monopsonistic way by
consumers with the club of federal power at their command.
Dealing with vertically integrated concerns (with dedicated reserves designated for
specific plants and consuming regions) lends itself to this kind of exploitation. Long-term leases
dedicated to costly pipelines financed by consumers make the State vulnerable. The shorter the
term of the lease, the later it is written, and the more the State depends on the free market, the
stronger is its position. All these are complex and ramifying questions beyond our present scope.
The present point is that they urgently require attention when a leasing policy is being formed.
Closer to home, access to any common carrier pipeline needs to be aggressively assured
by exercise of the good offices of the State. Attorney John Lamont has indicated that equal
access to common carrier pipelines is far from automatic (Lamont, 1974). In order to sell
additional North slope leases the State clearly must guarantee potential buyers full and equal
access to the pipeline. In the event that producing capacity may exceed transporting capacity, the
formula for allocating capacity needs to be specified in advance. Second-class treatment for
nonowners of the line will result in second-class bids for State leases.
14. The choice of a bid variable
There should be a bid variable. There should be an auction at some point in the leasing
process. Otherwise we are back at a noncompetitive system with its propensity towards
prematurity or "soonerism." We now ask which of the leasing elements makes the best bid
variable.
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An argument for choosing the royalty as the variable is that a sliding scale is needed to
make high royalty rates tolerably workable, and one way of making the scale slide is to let the
bidders decide what the rate is to be.
The trouble is, variable royalties will slide on ex ante expectations rather than ex post
disclosures. If we do opt for sliding royalties, it would be more feasible in my opinion to base
them on objective ex post conditions such as depth, location, size, pressure, bearing strength of
surface, length of working season, and so on.
The same considerations, pro and con, apply to profit share bidding in somewhat lesser
degree.
When we get to the rent share element there is no need for any sliding scale. Sliding
scales are simply means to make royalty and profit share systems more nearly approximate rent
share systems. The idea is to capture as close to 100 percent of the rent as the State can. There is
no need to settle for less because rent is a surplus above necessary payments for costs and
incentives. It is exactly the value -imputable to the natural resource which the State contributes to
the production process.
The bonus makes a logical bid variable because it is hard to set in any other way. It is not
a percentage of anything fixed or known. To be sure, it could be set equal to the State's appraisal,
but this is based on imperfect knowledge ex ante. An additional advantage of the bonus as the
bid variable is familiarity and custom.
The problem with the bonus bid variable is that whatever is variable may tend to increase
over time in relative importance and we are trying to get away from heavy reliance on bonuses.
We may solve this problem easily by tying the bonus and the rental together at a fixed
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percentage, with the rental being a high percentage of the bonus. If the percentage were 50
percent the bonus bid would be converted to a rental bid with a double rental paid in year 1.
An annual rent has most of the good qualities of a bonus with few of its failings. We
would recommend, therefore, that the rent-to-bonus ratio be set quite high. Indeed, the main
reason for retaining the bonus element at all is its familiarity.
If we choose to let the ad valorem charge (AVC) be a large element in subsequent lease
income, there is attractiveness in using the same rate for both the charge and the rent-to-bonus
ratio, let's say 25 percent. Then there may be a smooth transition from the bonus bid as the basis
of valuation to an assessment of reserves as the basis, maintaining the same 25 percent rate on
each.5
If we choose a high delay rental and a system of production-based payments, we can
probably improve on the present concept of letting the delay rental lapse when production is
shown to be commercially feasible. This contains an arbitrary element, permitting token
production or token shows of producibility to terminate the rental. It might be better to let the
rental continue and be creditable against production payments. This will pose another arbitrary
decision later on when pressure is dropping and production falling, but later arbitrary decisions
are less harmful than earlier arbitrary decisions and in this case probably less consequential.

5

Looking farther ahead, the State may wish to consider actually transferring land title, and go out of the
leasing business. The Legislature could create a special class of property, to wit, oil and gas rights transferred to
private hands after the date of legislation, subject to a 25 percent ad valorem property tax. The proposed system
would lend itself to a smooth transition from public to private property, without there being any giveaway element.
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D. Timing Lease Sales
Our position on this question has now been foreshadowed at several points. We will only
summarize and recapitulate here.
Decisions about timing lease sales entail the following sequence:
1. Selecting the lease procedure
The State must determine which leasing procedure and method of repayment it will use
before it is possible to determine rationally the optimal timing of lease sales.
2. Ranking by maturity
Potentially leasable lands should be ranked according to "ripeness" or maturity for lease
sale. This ranking will be roughly in the order of value. Economists generally agree that it makes
sense to use the best resources first, but value is not the only criterion nor is it unambiguous
since it could mean value per acre, value per barrel, value per well or value per parcel. The
correct criterion does not involve these ambiguities, because it is a percentage.
We are discussing the value of the State's share of the income from the lease and not the
value of the leasehold interest. We mean the present value or discounted cash flow of the State's
share. This reduces it to a unitary figure. It will be a substantial job to make these estimates and
to attach appropriate degrees of certainty to them. This job is indeed impossible so long as
preleasing exploration is a monopoly of the potential lessees and the information is not shared
with the State. The State must buy or otherwise acquire more information. Professors Rooney
and Norgaard both address this vital point (Appendixes G and E).
The next step is to arrive at a forecast of how rapidly we anticipate the present value of
the State's share will be rising. This is not a mysterious concept. If we had a simple bonus
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bidding system it would mean how fast we expected that bonus bids would be rising. If we have
a State participation system it means that we calculate the present value or DCF of anticipated
State revenues, first on the assumption that we begin the process this year, second on the
assumption that we begin next year, third on the assumption that we begin the year after that, and
so on.
This all might be done by hunch, but it would be much better to lay the whole process out
explicitly on paper in a very systematic way with all the assumptions being stated. This will
involve a substantial amount of work the first few times, but specialized personnel may quickly
become familiar with the routines involved and devote most of their time to the few questions of
judgment which have to be factored in.
3. Calculating the growth rate
The basic criterion for ripeness is now assessable. We calculate each year the anticipated
percentage growth in the present value of the State's interest in the lease. So long as this figure is
higher than the relevant interest rate the time is still unripe for selling.
This is a very difference criterion from a "high display of interest" by the industry. It is
likely that the "sooner" interest will be high at a time when sooners anticipate future values to be
rising at a very high percentage rate. They would like to get in on the fast part of the growth
curve, but there is no advantage in this for the State.
In calculating the State's share, we must be sure to deduct all associated costs and figure
only the net value of the State's share. The gross share will always be growing at a slower
percentage rate than the net share, so if we focus on the gross we will sell too soon.
We should add State tax collections to the gross, but be sure to subtract associated public
costs from the total to arrive at the net. Adding taxes without subtracting public costs will cause
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us to sell too soon.
We should resist the blandishments of those whose incomes are our costs. Their interest
will be to urge us to sell before the time that is optimal for the State.
We should not accept the argument to speed up selling so that development can occur
before costs of development rise further. No cost of development is rising anywhere like as fast
as the value of oil in the ground, a fact documented earlier. The wellhead price of Swanson River
Oil in 1961 was $1.50 a barrel. If we produced that oil beginning today, fifteen years later, and
had it classified as new oil and sold it for $12.00 a barrel -- that is an eightfold increase in fifteen
years, which works out to 15 percent per annum compounded. The State can borrow money at a
much lower rate than that.
We should not give in to the pressure applied by "sooners" who see the value of their
map files depreciating with each passing year. The State owes them nothing.
We should not think that selling for top dollar will tend to screen out leaner firms. Lean,
efficient firms can pay well for something they can sell quickly. It is long waiting periods that
screen out lean firms: they work with impatient money. We can also reduce the price of entry by
shrinking the size of the units we well, as the price per barrel goes up. The later we sell the more
profit is to be made on each barrel and the fewer barrels it requires to make a viable operation.
We should remain constantly aware that the owners of the pipeline have much less
interest than the State does in waiting for higher prices. Since they own the pipeline and the costs
are mostly fixed, their value for oil is at Valdez while ours is at Prudhoe. The percentage
increase in value at Prudhoe will always be greater than the percentage increase at Valdez
because of the leverage effect.
In forecasting needs for production from new leases, the State should bear in mind the
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finding from other areas that the major increment to new reserves each year does not come from
new discoveries but from the revaluation of proven reserves on extant leases (Lovejoy and
Homan, 1967).
4. The State's interest rate
The appropriate interest rate for the State to use should be no higher than its borrowing
rate and might be lower if the State has surplus funds which it is being forced to invest in
ventures of questionable marginal productivity merely in order to do something with the
Permanent Fund. The State should add a "shadow cost" to its interest rate to account for its
freedom from its own State and local taxes. It does not make sense for the State to invest capital
or withhold assets earning 4 percent from its own citizens who might be earning 5 percent, where
the extra 1 percent goes to pay State and local taxes. But as to the extra 3 or 4 percent required to
pay federal taxes, that is another question. This is 99 percent leakage from the State and so, as a
matter of State policy, should not be considered. Federal policy is something else, but that is not
our present concern.
5. The time for exploration
Just as there is an optimal time to sell leases, so there is an optimal time to begin
preleasing exploration. Where the State is contracting this out, the time to begin should be
calculated essentially in the same way as the time of selling leases. This will necessarily be done
on a much lesser base of information.
6. A reservation price
At the time of lease auctions the State should set a reservation price. The Public Land
Law Review Commission found that where all bids were rejected, they were substantially higher
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at the next auction. Professor Norgaard's analysis (Appendix E) pinpoints this as one of the most
needed reforms.
7. Stability of sales
The State should give some concern to maintaining a steady flow of lease sales, but
should not let that dominate policy. For one thing, it tends to follow automatically from the
criteria suggested. That is, a bulge in lease sales will overload the industry and reduce present
bids and create, therefore, an expectation of higher future bids.
An artificially contrived steady flow in the face of roller coaster world prices is not
advisable. It is extremely costly in lost revenues and one of its major effects is to help the largest
firms overcome their diseconomies of scale, that is, their large commitment of fixed capital.
Smaller, more flexible firms are better able to move in and out and take advantage of unstable
conditions.
Something along the line of the procedure sketched above has been attempted by Kalter,
Tyner and Hughes in their "Alternative Energy Leasing Strategies and Schedules for the Outer
Continental Shelf" (Kalter, et al., 1975). I do not vouch for everything in the Kalter report and I
believe it leaves out some of the steps specified, yet I recommend it as a first step towards
demonstrating how to apply these procedures.
8. Special factors
A particular problem in the context of current federal price controls is the need to watch
federal regulators carefully with their tendency to discriminate against what they call "old oil." In
many natural resource tenure questions there is a grandfatherhood principle of favoritism
applied. This indeed is the basis of "soonerism." Federal price control of oil and gas has taken
exactly the opposite tack, a reverse grandfatherhood principle, with new producers being allowed
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better prices than old producers. So long as we may expect this regulatory philosophy to
continue, the interest of the State obviously is to defer leasing commitments longer than
otherwise. This consideration reinforces other arguments for deferral of leasing and argues
strongly for withholding lands from lease. This would not be an antisocial gesture towards the
lower 48, but a defensive posture forced on the State by a counterproductive, uneconomical, and
irrational Federal policy to which the State has no choice but adapt as best it can.
The State should guard against losing control of its own priorities by being forced into
drainage sales along the boundaries of federal and native lands. Some are born decisive, some
achieve decisiveness, and some have decisions thrust upon them, often by others with other axes
to grind. The State should push for early resolution of uncertain tenures: native over-claims and
State selections. It should push for a drainage agreement with federal and native landowners. The
more oil- and gas-prone lands it selects, the greater its decision-making role in the energy
industry. Whether the recreation industry, one alternative, will be equally consequential in a
future of higher energy and transportation costs is a question to which State officials should give
much thought.
Another argument for deferring lease sales is the State's desire to extract more tax
revenue from the windfalls at Prudhoe Bay. Heavy taxes on petroleum income received by
private firms would be borne by the State in lower bids for new leases. If there is to be a period
of high taxation of corporate income from petroleum, it would be well not to sell many new
leases until this phase shall have ended.
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E. Procedural Implications: Administrative Load and Staff Needs
We may now summarize and recapitulate our observations about staff needs.
Past policy has been dominated and limited by a traditional emphasis on economy of
staff. Sales policy over a considerable period was dominated by the short-run cash needs of the
State, a passive posture of non-management. These traditions are inappropriate now that the
State's oil and gas assets have become so large and are ripening into even higher values.
Yet the Legislature is appropriately cautious about plunging ahead blindly, building a
costly administrative empire without making careful, discriminating judgments as to what is
most required. One need not look far for examples of valuable public resources whose
administrations eat up much of the rents that might be returned to the Treasury.
Economists are aware of a serious perceptual bias, however, which makes most people
more aware of padded payrolls than padded capital budgets, the latter being in general a worse
problem. The capital- intensive and land-intensive bias of bureaucracies is easily explained: once
capital is acquired and captured, its annual cost no longer appears in the budget. Payrolls, on the
other hand, are a regular cash outflow, highly visible and much easier to jump on, fairly or not.
A recommendation, therefore, is to make a conscious effort compensate for this bias. An
excellent way is to maintain a constant appraisal of the value of the assets disposed over by the
bureaucracy and impose a "shadow mortgage" on the agency equal to the appraised value of its
resources. If we discover that the annual value of the non-labor input, measured in this way, is
much greater than the cost of the personnel we are using to administer it, it will give us a better
perspective on the potential productivity of additional personnel.
Having said that we still want to economize on personnel. This does not mean
underpaying them, which is one of the more expensive "economies" known to public
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administration. It does mean adopting those leasing methods which involve the least lost motion.
Lost motion results when the basic leasing concept fails to bind the lessee and the lessor in a
community of interest. The cheapest leasing method to administer is the one which sets up the
least conflict.
High royalties rate poorly on this score. The State shares in the gross income but not in
the costs. The State is a landlord administering a share-cropping system. Historical experience
with sharecropping shows that successful landlords always oversee many details of their tenants'
operation. They have to require the tenant to apply minimum amounts of labor and capital per
acre. Thus, a royalty system leads inevitably towards work commitments, with extensive State
intervention into operating decisions, which in turn presupposes large staff requirements. Thus,
the royalty system, which at first seems so simple, is not simple to administer successfully.
The next step beyond royalty is profit sharing. This in turn requires constant auditing of
expenditures. Staff requirements here may be compared with Internal Revenue Service
requirements in the kind and quantity of personnel. Some staff requirements could be obviated
by borrowing information from the federal agency. However, the kind of information required
for the net proceeds approach, presupposed with individual leases, might be difficult to obtain. In
addition, federal tax returns are limited by the peculiar institutions of federal taxation of oil and
gas, which we do not wish to emulate.
If we use a profit share system or a rent share system where the interest rate is
guaranteed, we must solve complex problems about the useful lives and depreciation paths of
capital assets. Many of these are treated as current expenses for federal purposes so that we
cannot simply borrow the federal rules, even if we regard them as well conceived in the first
place.
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An advantage of the front-end recovery system is that we do not have to decide about
depreciation lives and paths.
All cost sharing schemes, however, pose us a choice between two evils. We may submit
to exploitation through cost padding or we may build up a large audit staff whose job is to trace
down the endless and mind- bending maze of avoidance devices which may be and have been
utilized to transfer profits to controlled companies elsewhere.
If we opt for the ad valorem charge approach, we need to staff up a large appraisal
section. We need a staff of professional appraisers supported by additional reservoir engineers.
On the other hand, we can dispense with the auditors and we need not be involved in imposing
work commitments on lessees. Appraisal itself is a species of audit, and the ad valorem charge
imposes its own kind of work commitment on the person who has to pay it. Where the
administration of cost sharing may be compared with the Internal Revenue Service, the
administration of the ad valorem charge may be compared with property tax assessment.
Whether we choose royalties or cost sharing or ad valorem charge, we cut into private
motivation to explore the underground and will need to allocate some cash to acquire the
information in other ways, either in-house, or by contracting out exploration, or by Rooney's
Exploration Expenditure Bidding (Appendix G). Either way, the appropriations committee will
see the cash outflow and have to use inference and analysis to be persuaded that the bids
received for State property are higher as a result. We should guard against the resulting
perceptual bias leading us to overestimate the costs relative to the gains.
The next step in eliminating administrative costs is to move back to an ex ante system
with emphasis on the bid bonus and/or a corresponding delay rental. These systems appear to
relieve us of some administrative burden.
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Note well, however, that in order to time sales properly we need the services of an
appraisal staff, even if we use a simple bonus system. We need to be able to set a reservation
price in case the bids are all too low, and above all we need to know the rate at which probable
sales prices are increasing, in order to know the optimal time to sell. We would obviate the
simpler appraisal task of valuing resources ex post discovery and description, but make more
critical the more difficult task of appraisal before disclosure of outcomes.
An appraisal staff is also needed to assess environmental impacts which may be
measured as the difference in the value of property before and after the impact.
Our most unambiguous staffing recommendation is, therefore, the creation and staffing of
an appraisal section. Appraisal gets right to the heart of the rent-collecting business which is to
distinguish high-cost deposits from low-cost deposits. It gets right to the heart of timing leasing
sales which is putting a value on the State's share and its rate of growth. It gets to the matter of
environmental impacts as just mentioned. It supplies an inventory to be used in planning. It is a
means of collecting and organizing information in the most generally useful way.
Whatever leasing method is selected, staff resources should be set aside for constant
review and evaluation. There should be a postmortem on every sale. How did we do? What
mistakes did we make? How can we avoid them next time? Few of us would welcome intensive
scrutiny of all our past decisions and understand the reluctance of others to be similarly
scrutinized. Yet we all recognize the potential value in such review when applied to others, like
the surgeon who just took out our kid's tonsils. It would be desirable, therefore, to institutionalize
the postmortem review procedure.
While these are all important matters an excessive concern with them would be
premature at this time. The first priority is to legislate basic businesslike guidelines for managing
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the State's extremely valuable resources. No administration can perform any better than its
legislative mandate allows and an excessive concern with administrative questions at this time
would interfere with putting full priority on the larger question of specifying the basic conceptual
guidelines and criteria for businesslike management.
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F. Leasing and Taxation
Comparisons of leasing alternatives and taxation alternatives have been made throughout
this Report. We will not repeat, but bring out points not made elsewhere.
Various lease elements have their counterparts in various taxation elements, but a lease is
a binding contract which cannot be unilaterally changed by future legislatures, unlike a tax. A
lease can discriminate against interstate commerce unlike a tax (for example, by allowing
deduction of in-State costs but not out-of-State costs). A lease is an interest in real estate from
which the State can reserve all manner of powers to itself, which it can hardly do when imposing
a tax.
A lease differs from most familiar taxes in that it is in rem, that is it is attached to a piece
of real estate rather than being in personam, that is an obligation of individuals as such. While
this differentiates it from most taxes, it makes it similar to the property tax which is also in rem.
Any attempt to use the corporate income tax in lieu of an adequate leasing policy meets
with only limited success because the tax is in personam, and requires an audit of all the affairs
of the corporation, and requires interstate sharing, and is subject to the interstate commerce
clause. The alternative, "net proceeds" tax, has been criticized by Ziefman and Ainsworth.
(Ziefman and Ainsworth, 1977).
The tax instrument that we see as most capable of substituting for leasing policy would
be a special, classified property tax to be imposed either on leasehold interests in oil and gas, or
on title to oil and gas after that had been passed from the State to a private buyer. This would
closely resemble the proposed ad valorem charge, but would be subject to future changes of rates
since the present legislature cannot bind future legislatures in tax matters.
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G. Tentative Recommendations
Recommendations are offered tentatively by listing alternative leasing elements in what
the consultant now believes to be their order of preference. This listing is not designed to
persuade. On the contrary, it may serve to put readers on notice of the consultant's personal
judgments which may have unconsciously affected his marshaling of the arguments. Nor is our
position ready to be chiseled in stone. This is a complex new field; we have a lot to learn and the
consultant reserves the right to change his mind subject to new information and new insights.
I would screen out the systems based on ex ante forecasts, and go with one of the ex post
systems. This means primarily that I would not continue depending on a high front-end bonus.
This is not because of any universal antipathy to bonuses. In the analogous matter of timber sales
from federal forests, I prefer the bonus system as practiced by the ELM in preference to a
stumpage rate based on scaled volume as practiced by the Forest Service. Standing timber may
be cruised with tolerable accuracy before bids are made and accepted, and the period of time
involved is or can be short.
Here on the other hand, we are dealing with resources much less well known in advance
and whose extraction extends over two or three decades following the investment in the bonus.
Even a five-year contract, as used in some forest sales, screens out many worthy operators
without accumulated wealth and would much better be payable on the installment plan to avoid
this problem. To require bidders to pay in advance for an unknown possibility of acquiring a 20or 30-year supply is virtually to substitute wealth for productivity as the effective basis of
allocation. The possession of great wealth suggests there may have been past productivity,
although predation and privilege are also sources of wealth. It is no guarantee of present or future
productivity.
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Whatever system is chosen it needs to be accompanied by vigorous inquiry into the
transfer prices being used as the basis of valuation. If costs are to be made deductible the same
holds true in spades.
I would place greatest emphasis on that lease element I have called the ad valorem charge
(AVC). As indicated earlier, use of this element detracts from the motivation for exploratory
drilling and this needs to be compensated for. A high and rising delay rental is recommended.
If we wish to retain the form and terminology of the bonus system, we could describe this
as a low signature bonus paid on the installment plan followed by a high production bonus or
discovery bonus whose size depends on the flow of production.
To strengthen the State's hand in appraisal and minimize concealment of reserves it
would be desirable to accompany this system with a program of State-financed contract
exploration with publicity of findings. (Appendix E and Appendix G) This is not, however,
absolutely necessary. We could have AVC postleasing, while continuing to rely on the present
system of privately financed preleasing exploration.
An ad valorem charge (AVC) at a high rate obviates reservations of acreage for the
purpose of getting top dollar at drainage sales. AVC assures that the State will collect these
surpluses anyway.
My second choice would be profit sharing, without front-end recovery or recovery of
interest at a guaranteed rate. This is a compromise among the pros and cons of different systems.
Royalties, on the one hand, impose too much deadweight loss as the landlord shares revenues
without sharing the costs. Sharing costs, on the other hand, in a high degree at a high rate is not
administrable. There will be excessive padding.
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Profit sharing is somewhat less paddable and hence, with severe policing, would be
workable. Since costs may be written off against royalties, but without interest, its bias is mostly
against costs which are incurred long before they result in increased production. We have noted
that there is too much of that anyway, that several factors conspire to stretch out the period
between investment and recovery of capital.
There is a substantial policing benefit to compensate for the social cost of not letting
interest costs be deductible against production payments. Interest costs are invisible to most
people, and somewhat mysterious, and not so easily perceived as padding. Most people perceive
padding in terms of putting relatives on the payroll, featherbedding, girlfriends, and other laborrelated offenses. These are highly visible and easily understood, hence likely to be overstressed
relative to padding of interest payments. But capital can be lazy, too, and undoubtedly will be if
interest payments are guaranteed. Profit sharing avoids this problem.
My third choice is a variable royalty with rates varying according to a variety of objective
criteria which could be combined in a point system. Rates would be high where costs are low and
vice versa. It would not do simply to assume that volume of flow is the only important factor
affecting costs and to have a sliding or step scale increasing with flow. Several other cost factors,
probably including several not even alluded to in our previous discussion, need to be entered into
the formula. We could remove the future shift effect by limiting the term of the lease to about 25
years or less.
The advantage of this system over actual deduction of cash expenses is the absence of
opportunities for padding. Royalty rates would be low where the characteristics of deposits
indicated that a prudent operator of average capability would incur high costs. Individuals who
performed better than this standard would reap the rewards of their own efficiency.
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The system could be progressively amended and improved over the years as experience
indicated that the cost of overcoming certain handicaps had been overestimated or
underestimated.
In some ways this system resembles the AVC, being based on an outside objective
appraisal of the differential value of different deposits. It is something like having the Legislature
play the role of assessor when it sets up the point system. Whether this is practicable is partly a
question of how many variables there are which affect costs of production. If there are only a few
whose effects on costs can be accurately specified then this system might be workable.
My fourth choice would be front-end recovery. This is preferable to guaranteeing a rate
of interest because fast recovery is so much more important to lean firms than to rich ones. This
system is to be compared with the privilege of expensing capital investments for income tax
purposes. The problem is that any capital expenditure could be written off immediately against a
flush producer, opening the door to extensive goldplating and dissipation of rent. Auditing
problems are not insurmountable: there is a limit to the credulity of any auditor as to what may
legitimately be justified in expending to develop a specific mineral deposit, and auditors would
be highly specialized in the oil and gas business.
If either the profit-share, variable royalty, or front-end recovery system is adopted it
needs to be preceded by a substantial delay rental to commit the lessee to performance.
We would not recommend returning to the non-competitive or other claim-staking
system. We would not recommend high front-end bonuses. We would not recommend exclusive
reliance on annual rentals determined ex ante. We are mildly enthusiastic about unitization, but
prefer a two- tier system coupling individual operation of tracts with overall reservoir
management subject to control by lessees themselves, and encouraged by the State to maximize
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discounted cash flow for the group. An effective two- tier system might permit parcels to be
smaller than now, a subject we have not explored.
We would not object to putting an upper limit on the acreage controlled by any one
lessee, but regard this as difficult to enforce, somewhat arbitrary, and probably unnecessary if
other suggested changes are made. We would not object to leases' being subject to an antitrust
impact evaluation by the Attorney-General, although we view this as legalistic, potentially
arbitrary, and less desirable than generalized incentives designed to encourage competition.
We believe that liability for environmental damages downstream from a lease should be a
lien on the leasehold interest (not on the State's interest) up to the full value of the leasehold
interest, provided the damages occur in Alaska. It would be desirable for this lien to extend to all
the leasehold investments held by the company committing the damages, introducing a
progressive element into risk liability.
Leases should be transferable. All information generated on State-owned lands should be
reserved to the State and made public immediately. The State should extend its good offices in
the form of a guarantee to all leaseholders that they may have equal access to common carrier
transportation. Differences among different leaseholders on the same structure as to desired rates
of production are to be resolved by transfers from those preferring slower rates to those who
prefer faster rates at a field price to be set by State authority, based on an appraisal of true market
value.
Various lesser recommendations on a variety of points have been made from time to time
as we proceeded.
We believe the measures recommended would constitute an effective response to the
challenge of oil and gas leasing policy in Alaska.
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Poland, and Representatives Anderson, Davis, and Malone.
Alaska citizens outside of government who have given helpful counsel are Robert
Atwood, Jamie Love, Tina Stonorov, Peg Tileston, and Arlon Tussing.
Outside of Alaska, I have benefited from the advice of large numbers of informed people
of whom I would particularly mention Eugene Corrigan, Executive Director of the Multistate
Tax Compact; Professor Robert Kalter, Cornell University; Professor Duncan Harkin, University
of Wisconsin; Professor William Lord, University of Colorado; Professor Stephen Smith,
University of Wisconsin; Dr. John Wilson of John Wilson Associates, Washington, D.C.; Dr.
William Pendleton of the Ford Foundation; Professor Walter Mead, University of California,
Santa Barbara; Robert Paschall, California State Board of Equalization; Ronald Welch,
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California State Board of Equalization (retired); Professor Albert Church, University of New
Mexico; Professor Delworth Gardner, Giannini Foundation, Berkeley, California; Professor
Anthony Clunies-Ross, University of Papua, New Guinea; Professor Don Kash, University of
Oklahoma; Professor Stephen Cheung, University of Washington; Loren Sivertson, Department
of Economic Development, Government of British Columbia; Professor Fred Peterson, Council
of Economic Advisors; and Dr. Jack Stockfisch, American Petroleum Institute.
I have benefited from an enormous volume of written words, only part of which are
acknowledged in the text. Some particularly helpful works have been several articles by Gregg
Erickson; Stephen McDonald's book on "Oil and Gas Conservation"; Lovejoy and Homan on
"Estimating Mineral Reserves"; the Public Land Law Review Commission Report,
quarterbacked by Duncan Harkin at the University of Wisconsin, dealing with Alaska; Stephen
Cheung's book on "The Theory of Share Tenancy"; Gale Johnson's earlier seminal article on the
same subject; the report of Professors Kalter, Tyner, and Hughes to the Department of the
Interior on OCS leasing policy and scheduling; the California State Assessor's handbook, "Guide
to Mineral Valuation"; the recent Library of Congress summary of alternative leasing methods
by Useem and Lindahl; the report of the Jackson Committee; the Van Poollen report on the effect
of different rates of extraction from the Sadlerochit Reservoir; the Tanzer report to the State
Legislature; the Lipton statement; the work of Campbell Watkins on the economics of oil
reservoir development; and Martin Stern's paper, "A Policy Impact Model for the Supply of
Depletable Resources." All of these have proved to be fertile sources of information and ideas
along with many other works too numerous to list, some of which no doubt should be listed on
the same level with those already mentioned if memory only served and time were long enough.
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Special mention is due to Professor Guy Phillips, University of California, Riverside,
who researched recent changes and prospective changes in federal tax policy related to oil and
gas.
Finally, I must thank my associates, Professor Michael Crommelin, Professor Richard
Norgaard, and Professor Robert Rooney, whose work is in the Appendixes to this Report. In
addition to this independent research, they improved my mind by frequent consultation. They
added many ideas to the final Report and subtracted several bad ones. Final responsibility for the
Report, however, rests with the author.
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